
CHAPTER 26 : RISE AND ESTABLISHMENT OF 
PROTESTANTISM IN SCANDINAVIA 

 

It would have been strange if the three kingdoms of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway, 
lying on the borders of Germany, had failed to participate in the great movement that was 
now so deeply agitating their powerful neighbor. Many causes tended to bind together the 
Scandinavian and the German peoples, and to mould for them substantially the same 
destiny. 
 
They were sprung of the same stock, the Teutonic; they traded with one another. Not a 
few native Germans were dispersed as settlers throughout Scandinavia, and when the 
school of Wittenberg rose into fame, the Scandinavian youth repaired thither to taste the 
new knowledge and sit at the feet of the great doctor of Saxony. These several links of 
relationship became so many channels by which the Reformed opinions entered Sweden, 
and its sister countries of Denmark and Norway.  
 
We go back for a moment to the first planting of Christianity in Sweden. There, although 
the dawn broke early, the coming of day tarried. In the year 829, Anschar, the great 
apostle of the North, stepped upon the shores of Sweden, bringing with him the gospel. 
He continued till the day of his death to watch over the seed he had been the first to sow, 
and to promote its growth by his unwearied labors. After him others arose who trod in his 
steps. But the times were barbarous, the facilities for spreading the light were few, and 
for 400 years Christianity had to maintain a dubious struggle in Sweden with the pagan 
darkness. The Swedish Church was still a mission church in the end of the eleventh 
century. The people were without fixed pastors, and had only the teaching of men who 
limerated over the country, with the consent of the king, making converts, and 
administering the sacraments to those who already had embraced the Christian faith. Not 
till the twelfth century do we find the scattered congregations of Sweden gathered into an 
organized church, and brought into connection with the ecclesiastical institutions of the 
West. But this was only the prelude to a subjugation by the great conqueror. Pushing her 
conquests beyond what had been the Thule of pagan Rome, Rome Papal claimed to 
stretch her scepter over the freshly-formed community, and in the middle of the twelfth 
century the consolidation of the Church of Sweden was completed, and linked by the 
usual bonds to the Pontifical chair. 
 
From this hour the Swedish Church lacked no advantage which organization could give 
it. The powerful body on the Seven Hills, of which it had now become a humble member, 
was a perfect mistress in the art of arranging. The ecclesiastical constitution framed for 
Sweden comprehended an archiepiscopal see, established at Upsala, and six episcopal 
dioceses, viz., Linkoping, Skara, Strengnas, Westeras, Wexio, and Aabo. The condition 
of the kingdom became that of all countries under the jurisdiction of Rome. It exhibited a 
flourishing priesthood with a decaying piety. Its cathedral churches were richly endowed, 
and fully equipped with deans and canons; its monkish orders flourished in its cold 
northern air with a luxuriance which was not outdone in the sunny lands of Italy and 



Spain; its cloisters were numerous; its clergy, enjoying enormous revenues, rode out 
attended by armed escorts, and holding their heads higher than the nobility, they aped the 
magnificence of princes, and even coped with royalty itself. But when we ask for a 
corresponding result in the intelligence and morality of the people, in the good order and 
flourishing condition of the agriculture and arts of the kingdom, we find, alas that there is 
nothing to show. The people were steeped in poverty and ground down by the oppression 
of their masters. 
 
Left without instruction by their spiritual guides, with no access to the Word of God — 
for the scriptures had not as yet been rendered into the Swedish tongue - with no worship 
save one of mere signs and ceremonies, which could convey little truth into the mind, the 
Christian light that had shone upon them in the previous centuries was fast fading, and a 
night thick as that which had enwrapped their forefathers, who worshipped as gods the 
bloodthirsty heroes of the Eddas and the Sagas, was closing them in. The superstitious 
beliefs and pagan practices of old times were returning. The country, moreover, was torn 
with incessant strife. The great families battled with one another for dominion, their 
vassals were dragged into the fray, and thus the kingdom was little better than a chaos in 
which all ranks, from the monarch downwards, struggled together, each helping to 
consummate the misery of the other. Such was the condition in which the Reformation 
found the nation of Sweden.  
 
Rome, though far from intending it, lent her aid to begin the good work. To these 
northern lands, as to more southern ones, she sent her vendors of indulgences. In the year 
1515, Pope Leo X dispatched Johannes Angelus Arcimboldus, pronotary to the Papal 
See, as legate to Denmark and Sweden, commissioning him to open a sale of 
indulgences, and raise money for the great work the Pope had then on hand, namely, the 
building of St. Peter's. The legate discharged his commission with indefatigable zeal. He 
collected vast sums of money in both Sweden and Denmark, and this gold, amounting to 
more than a million of florins, he sent to Rome, thus replenishing the coffers but 
undermining the influence of the Papal See, and giving thereby the first occasion for the 
introduction of Protestantism in these kingdoms.  
 
The progress of the religious movement was mixed up with and influenced by the state of 
political affairs. The throne of Denmark was at that time filled by Christian II, of the 
house of Oldenburg. This monarch had spent his youth in the society of low companions 
and the indulgence of low vices. His character was such as might have been expected 
from his education; he was brutal and tyrannical, though at times he displayed a sense of 
justice, and a desire to promote the welfare of his subjects. The clergy were vastly 
wealthy; so, too, were the nobles — they owned most of the lands; and as thus the 
ecclesiastical and lay aristocracy possessed an influence that overshadowed the throne, 
Christian took measures to reduce their power within dimensions more compatible with 
the rights of royalty. The opinions of Luther had begun to spread in the kingdom ere this 
time, and the king, quick to perceive the aid he might derive from the Reformation, 
sought to further it among his people. In 1520 he sent for Martin Reinhard, a disciple of 
Carlstadt, and appointed him Professor of Theology at Stockholm. He died within the 
year, and Carlstadt himself succeeded him. After a short residence, Carlstadt quitted 



Denmark, when Christian, still intent on rescuing the lower classes of his people from the 
yoke of the priesthood, invited Luther to visit his dominions. The Reformer, however, 
declined the invitation. In the following year (1521) Christian II issued an edict 
forbidding appeals to Rome, and another encouraging priests to marry.  These Reforming 
measures, however, did not prosper. It was hardly to be expected that they should, seeing 
they were adopted because they accorded with a policy the main object of which was to 
wrest the power of oppression from the clergy, that the king might wield it himself. It was 
not till the next reign that the Reformation was established in Denmark. 
 
Meanwhile we pursue the history of Christian II, which takes us back to Sweden, and 
opens to us the rise and progress of the Reformation in that country. And here it becomes 
necessary to attend first of all to the peculiar political constitution of the three kingdoms 
of Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. By the settlement of Calmar (1397) the union of the 
three kingdoms, under a common sovereign, became a fundamental and irrevocable law. 
To secure the liberties of the States, however, it was provided that each kingdom should 
be governed according to its peculiar laws and customs. When Christian II ascended the 
throne of Denmark (1513), so odious was his character that the Swedes refused to 
acknowledge him as their king, and appointed an administrator, Steno Sturius, to hold the 
reins of government. Christian waited a few years to strengthen himself in Denmark 
before attempting the reduction of the Swedes. At length he raised an army for the 
invasion of Sweden; his cause was espoused within the kingdom by Trollius, Archbishop 
of Upsala, and Arcimboldus, the Pope's legate and indulgence-monger, who largely 
subsidized Christian out of the vast sums he had collected by the sale of pardons, and 
who moreover had influence enough to procure from the Pope a bull placing the whole of 
Sweden under interdict, and excommunicating Steno and all the members of his 
government.  The fact that this conquest was gained mainly by the aid of the priests, 
shows clearly the estimate formed of King Christian's Protestantism by his 
contemporaries. 
 
The conqueror treated the Swedes with great barbarity. He caused the body of Steno to be 
dug out of the grave and burned.   In want of money, and knowing that the Senate would 
refuse its consent to the sums he wished to levy, he caused them to be apprehended. His 
design, which was to massacre the senators, was communicated to the Archbishop of 
Upsala, and is said to have been approved of by him. The offense imputed to these 
unhappy men was that they had fallen into heresy. Even the forms and delay of a mock 
trial were too slow for the vindictive impatience of the tyrant. With frightful and 
summary cruelty the senators and lords, to the number of seventy, were marched out into 
the open square, surrounded by soldiers, and executed. At the head of these noble victims 
was Erie Vasa, the father of the illustrious Gustavus Vasa, who became afterwards the 
avenger of his father's death, the restorer of his country's liberties, and the author of its 
Reformation. 
 
Gustavus Vasa fled when his sire was beheaded, and remained for some time in hiding. 
At length, emerging from his place of security, he roused the peasantry of the Swedish 
provinces to attempt the restoration of their country's independence. He defeated the 
troops of Christian in several engagements, and after an arduous struggle he overthrew 



the tyrant, received the crown of Sweden, and erected the country into an independent 
sovereignty. The loss of the throne of Sweden brought after it to Christian II the loss of 
Denmark. His oppressive and tyrannical measures kept up a smoldering insurrection 
among his Danish subjects; the dissatisfaction broke out at last in open rebellion. 
Christian II was deposed; he fled to the Low Countries, where he renounced his 
Protestantism, which was a decided disqualification in the eyes of Charles V, whose 
sister Isabella he had married, and at whose court he now sojourned. 
 
Seated on the throne of Sweden (1523), under the title of Vasa I, Gustavus addressed 
himself to the Reformation of his kingdom and church. The way was paved, as we have 
already said, for the Reformation of the latter, by merchants who visited the Swedish 
ports, by soldiers whom Vasa had brought from Germany to aid him in the war of 
independence, and who carried Luther's writings in their knapsacks, and by students who 
had returned from Wittemberg, bringing with them the opinions they had there imbibed. 
Vasa himself had been initiated into the reformed doctrine at Lubeck during his 
banishment from his native country, and was confirmed in it by the conversation and 
instruction of the Protestant divines whom he gathered round him after he ascended the 
throne.  He was as wise as he was zealous. He resolved that instruction should be the  
instrument employed for the conversion of his subjects. He knew that their minds at this 
point were divided between the ancient superstitions and the reformed faith.  And 
Gustavus wisely used his position to promote reformation in church and state. 
 
There were in his kingdom two youths who had studied at Wittemberg under Luther and 
Melancthon, Olaf Patersen and his brother Lawrence. Their father was a smith in Erebro. 
They were born respectively in 1497 and 1499. They received the elements of their 
education at a Carmelite cloister school, from which Olaf, at the age of nineteen, 
removed to Wittemberg. The three years he remained there were very eventful, and 
communicated to the ardent mind of the young Swede aspirations and impulses which 
continued to develop themselves during all his after-life. He is said to have been in the 
crowd around the door of the Castle-church of Wittemberg when Luther nailed his 
Theses to it. Both brothers were eminent for their piety, for their theological attainments, 
and the zeal and courage with which they published "the opinions of their master amid 
the disorders and troubles of the civil wars, a time," says the Abbe Vertot, "favorable for 
the establishment of new religions."  
 
These two divines, whose zeal and prudence had been so well tested, the king employed 
in the instruction of his subjects in the doctrines of Protestantism. Olaf Patersen he made 
preacher in the great Cathedral of Stockholm, and Lawrence Patersen he appointed to the 
chair of theology at Upsala. As the movement progressed, enemies arose. Bishop Brask, 
of Linkoping, in 1523, received information from Upsala of the dangerous spread of 
Lutheran heresy in the Cathedral-church at Strengnas through the efforts of Olaf 
Patersen. Brask, an active and fiery man, a politician rather than a priest, was transported 
with indignation against the Lutheran teachers. He fulminated the ban of the Church 
against all who should buy, or read, or circulate their writings, and denounced them as 
men who had impiously trampled under foot ecclesiastical order for the purpose of 
gaining a liberty which they called Christian, but which he would term "Lutheran," nay, 



"Luciferian." The opposition of the bishop but helped to fan the flame; and the public 
disputations to which the Protestant preachers were challenged, and which took place, by 
royal permission, in some of the chief cities of the kingdom, only helped to enkindle it 
the more and spread it over the kingdom. "All the world wished to be instructed in the 
new opinions," says Vertot, "the doctrine of Luther passed insensibly from the school 
into the private dwelling. Families were divided: each took his side according to his light 
and his inclination. Some defended the Roman Catholic religion because it was the 
religion of their fathers; the most part were attached to it on account of its antiquity, and 
others deplored the abuse which the greed of the clergy had introduced into the 
administration of the Sacraments…. Even the women took part in these disputes…all the 
world sustained itself a judge of controversy."  
 
After these light-bearers came the Light itself — the Word of God. Olaf Patersen, the 
pastor of Stockholm, began to translate the New Testament into the tongue of Sweden. 
Taking Luther's version, which had been recently published in Germany, as his model, he 
labored diligently at his task, and in a short time "executing his work not unhappily," says 
Gerdesius, "he placed, amid the murmurs of the bishops, the New Testament in Swedish 
in the hands of the people, who now looked with open face on what they had formerly 
contemplated through a veil."  
 
After the New Testament had been issued, the two brothers Olaf and Lawrence, at the 
request of the king, undertook the translation of the whole Bible. The work was 
completed in due time, and published in Stockholm. "New controversies," said the king, 
"arise every day; we have now an infallible judge to which we can appeal them."  
 
The Popish clergy bethought them of a notable device for extinguishing the light which 
the labors of the two Protestant pastors had kindled. They resolved that they too would 
translate the New Testament into the vernacular of Sweden. Johannes Magnus, who had 
lately been inducted into the Archbishopric of Upsala, presided in the execution of this 
scheme.  For the most part the task was allocated among the Universities.   But there still 
remained some portions of the task unallocated; these were distributed among the 
monkish orders.  
 
As one fire is said to extinguish another, it was hoped that one light would eclipse 
another, or at least so dazzle the eyes of the beholders that they should not know which 
was the true light. Meanwhile, however, the Bishop of Upsala thought it exceedingly 
dangerous that men should be left to the guidance, of what he did not doubt was the false 
beacon, and accordingly he and his associates waited in a body on the king, and requested 
that the translation of Pastor Olaf should be withdrawn, at least, till a better was prepared 
and ready to be put into the hands of the people. 
 
"Olaf's version, he said, "was simply the New Testament of Martin Luther, which the 
Pope had placed under interdict and condemned as heretical." The archbishop demanded 
further that "those royal ordinances which had of late been promulgated, and which 
encroached upon the immunities and possessions of the clergy, should, inasmuch as they 
had been passed at the instigation of those who were the enemies of the old religion, be 



rescinded."  
 
To this haughty demand the king replied that "nothing had been taken from the 
ecclesiastics, save what they had unjustly usurped aforetime; that they had his full 
consent to publish their own version of the Bible, but that he saw no cause why he either 
should revoke his own ordinances or forbid the circulation of Olaf's New Testament in 
the mother tongue of his people." 
 
The bishop, not liking this reply, offered to make good in public the charge of heresy 
which he had preferred against Olaf Patersen and his associates. The king, who wished 
nothing so much as that the foundations of the two faiths should be sifted out and placed 
before his people, at once accepted the challenge. It was arranged that the discussion 
should take place in the University of Upsala; that the king himself should be present, 
with his senators, nobles, and the learned men of his kingdom. Olaf Patersen undertook at 
once the Protestant defense. There was some difficulty in finding a champion on the 
Popish side. The challenge had come from the bishops, but no sooner was it taken up than 
"they framed excuses and shuffled." At length Peter Gallus, Professor of Theology in the 
College of Upsala, and undoubtedly their best man, undertook the battle on the side of 
Rome. 

That the ends of the conference might be gained, the king ordered a list to be made out 
beforehand of the main points in which the Protestant Confession differed from the 
Pontifical religion, and that in the discussion point after point should be debated till the 
whole program was exhausted. Twelve main points of difference were noted down, and 
the discussion came off at Upsala in 1526.  
 
The first question was touching the ancient religion and the ecclesiastical rites: was the 
religion abolished, and did the rites retain their authority, or had they ever any? 
 
With reference to the religion, the Popish champion contended that it was to be gathered, 
not from scripture but from the interpretations of the Fathers. "Scripture," he said, "was 
obscure; and no one would follow an obscure writing without an interpreter; and sure 
guides had been given us in the holy Fathers." As regarded ceremonies and constitutions, 
"we know," he said, "that many had been orally given by the Apostles, and that the 
Fathers, Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, and others, had the Holy Spirit, and therefore were 
to be believed in defining dogmas and enacting institutions. Such dogmas and 
constitutions were, in fact, Apostolic." 
 
Olaf replied that Protestants did not deny that the Fathers had the Spirit, and that their 
interpretations of scripture were to be received when in accordance with Holy Writ. They 
only put the Fathers in their right place, which was below, not above scripture. He denied 
that the Word of God was obscure when laying down the fundamental doctrines of the 
faith. He adduced the Bible's own testimony to its simplicity and clearness, and instanced 
the case of the Ethiopian eunuch whose difficulties were removed simply by the reading 
and hearing of the scriptures.  



Question Second had reference to the Pope and the bishops: whether Christ had given to 
them lordship or other dominion save the power of preaching the Word and administering 
the sacraments? and whether those ought to be called ministers of the church who 
neglected to perform these duties? 
 
In maintaining the affirmative Gallus adduced the eighteenth chapter of St. Matthew's 
Gospel, where it is written, "But if he will not hear thee, tell it to the princes of the 
Church;" "from which we infer," he said, "that to the Pope and prelates of the church has 
been given power to adjudicate in causes ecclesiastical, to enact necessary canons, and to 
punish the disobedient, even as St. Paul excommunicated the incestuous member in the 
Corinthian church." 
 
Olaf in reply said "that we do indeed read that Christ has given authority to the apostles 
and ministers, but not to govern the kingdoms of the world, but to convert sinners and to 
announce pardon to the penitent."  In proof he quoted Christ's words, "My kingdom is not 
of this world."  "Even Christ," he said, "was subject to the magistrate, and gave tribute; 
from which it might be surely inferred that he wished his ministers also to be subject to 
kings, and not to rule over them; that St. Paul had commanded all men to be subject to the 
powers that be, and that Christ had indicated with sufficient distinctness the work of his 
ministers when he said to St. Peter, 'Feed my flock.'" As we call no one a workman who 
does not fabricate utensils, so no one is to be accounted a minister of the church who does 
not preach the Rule of the Church, the Word of God.  Christ said not, "Tell it to the 
princes of the church," but, "Tell it to the church." The prelates are not the church. The 
Apostles had no temporal power, he argued, why give greater power to bishops now than 
the Apostles had? The spiritual office could not stand with temporal lordship; nor in the 
list of church officers, given in the fourth chapter of the Epistle to the Ephesians, is there 
one that can be called political or magisterial. Everywhere in the Bible spiritual men are 
seen performing spiritual duties only.  
 
The next point raised was whether the decrees of man had power to bind the conscience 
so that he who shirked them was guilty of notorious sin? 
 
The Romish doctor, in supporting the affirmative, argued that the commands of the 
prelates were holy, having for their object the salvation of men: that they were, in fact, 
the commands of God, as appeared from the eighth chapter of the Book of Proverbs, "By 
me princes decree righteousness." The prelates were illuminated with a singular grace; 
they knew how to repair, enlarge, and beautify the Church. They sit in Moses' seat; 
"hence I conclude," said Gallus, "that the decrees of the Fathers were given by the Holy 
Ghost, and are to be obeyed." 
 
The Protestant doctor replied that this confounded all distinction between the commands 
of God and the commands of man; that it put the latter on the same footing in point of 
authority with the former; that the church was upheld by the promise of Christ, and not 
by the power of the Pope; and that she was fed and nourished by the Word and 
sacraments, and not by the decrees of the prelates. Otherwise the church was now more 
perfect, and enjoyed clearer institutions, than at her first planting by the Apostles; and it 



also followed that her early doctrine was incomplete, and had been perfected by the 
greater teachers whom modern times had produced; that Christ and his Apostles had, in 
that case, spoken foolishly when they foretold the coming of false prophets and of 
Antichrist in the latter times. He could not understand how decrees and constitutions in 
which there reigned so much confusion and contradiction should have emanated from the 
Holy Ghost. It rather seemed to him as if they had arrived at the times foretold by the 
Apostle in his farewell words to the elders of Ephesus, "After my departure there shall 
enter in grievous wolves not sparing the flock." 
 
The discussion turned next on whether the Pope and bishops have power to 
excommunicate whom they please? The only ground on which Doctor Gallus rested his 
affirmative was the eighteenth chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel, which speaks of the gift 
of the power of binding and loosing given to St. Peter, and which the doctor had already 
adduced in proof of the power of the prelates. 
 
Olaf, in reply, argued that the Church was the body of Christ, and that believers were the 
members of that body. The question was not touching those outside the Church; the 
question was, whether the Pope and prelates had the power of casting out of the Church 
those who were its living members, and in whose hearts dwelt the Holy Ghost by faith? 
This he simply denied. To God alone it belonged to save the believing, and to condemn 
the unbelieving. The bishops could neither give nor take away the Holy Ghost. They 
could not change those who were the sons of God into sons of Gehenna. The power 
conferred in the eighteenth chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel, he maintained, was simply 
declaratory; what the minister had power to do, was to announce the solace or loosing of 
the Gospel to the penitent, and its correction or cutting off to the impenitent. He who 
persists in his impenitence is excommunicate, not by man, but by the Word of God, 
which shows him to be bound in his sin, till he repent. The power of binding and loosing 
was, moreover, given to the church, and not to any individual man, or body of men. 
Ministers exercise, he argued, their office for the Church, and in the name of the Church; 
and without the church's consent and approval, expressed or implied, they have no power 
of loosing or binding any one. Much less, he maintained, was this power of 
excommunication secular; it was simply a power of doing, by the Church and for the 
church, the necessary work of purging out notorious offenders from the body of the 
faithful. 
 
The discussion next passed to the power and office of the Pope personally viewed. 
 
The Popish champion interpreted the words of Christ (Luke 22), "Whosoever will be first 
among you," as meaning that it was lawful for one to hold the primacy. It was, he said, 
not primacy but pride that was here forbidden. It was not denied to the Apostles, he 
argued, or their, successors, to hold the principality in the government of the Church, but 
to govern tyrannically, after the fashion of heathen kings; that history showed that since 
the times of Pope Sylvester — i.e., for twelve hundred years — the Pope had held, with 
the consent of emperors and kings, the primacy in the Church, and that he had always 
lived in the bonds of charity with Christian kings, calling them his dear sons; how then 
could his state of dominancy be displeasing to Christ? 



 
Doctor Olaf reminded his opponent that he had already proved that the power conferred 
by Christ on the Apostles and ministers of the Church was spiritual, the power even to 
preach the gospel and convert sinners. Christ had warned them that they should meet, in 
the exercise of their office, bitter opposition and cruel persecutions: how could that be if 
they were princes and had servants to fight for them? Even Christ himself came not to be 
a ruler, but a servant. St. Paul designated the office of a bishop, "work" and not 
"dominion;" implying that there would be more onus than honor attending it. The Roman 
dominancy, he affirmed, had not flourished for twelve hundred years, as his opponent 
maintained; it was more recent than the age of Gregory, who had stoutly opposed it. But 
the question was not touching its antiquity, but touching its utility. If we should make 
antiquity the test or measure of benignity, what strange mistakes should we commit! The 
power of Satan was most ancient, it would hardly be maintained that it was in an equal 
degree beneficent. Pious emperors had nourished this Papal power with their gifts; it had 
grown most rapidly in the times of greatest ignorance; it had taken at last the whole 
Christian world under its control; when consummated it presented a perfect contrast to 
the gift of Christ to St. Peter expressed in these words, "Feed my sheep." The many 
secular affairs of the Pope did not permit him to feed the sheep. He compelled them to 
give him not only their milk and wool, but even the fat and the blood.  

They came at length to the great question touching works and grace, "Whether is man 
saved by his own merits, or solely by the grace of God?" 
 
Doctor Gallus came as near to the reformed doctrine on this point as it was possible to do 
without surrendering the corner-stone of Popery. It must be borne in mind that the one 
most comprehensive distinction between the two churches is salvation of God and 
salvation of man: the first being the motto on the Protestant banner, the last the 
watchword of Rome. Whichever of the two churches surrenders its peculiar tenet, 
surrenders all. Dr. Gallus made appear as if he had surrendered the Popish dogma, but he 
took good care all the while, as did the Council of Trent afterwards, that, amid all his 
admissions and explanations, he should preserve inviolate to man his power of saving 
himself. "The disposition of the pious man," said the doctor, "in virtue of which he does 
good works, comes from God, who gives to the renewed man the grace of acting well, so 
that, his free will co-operating, he earns the reward promised; as the Apostle says, 'By 
grace are we saved,' and, 'Eternal life is the gift of God;' for," continued the doctor, "the 
quality of doing good, and of possessing eternal life, does not flow to the pious man 
otherwise than from the grace of God." Human merit is here pretty well concealed under 
an appearance of ascribing a great deal to Divine grace. Still, it is present — man by 
working earns the promised reward. 
 
Doctor Olaf in reply laid bare the mystification: he showed that his opponent, while 
granting salvation to be the gift of God, taught that it is a gift to be obtained only by the 
sinner's working. This doctrine the Protestant disputant assailed by quoting those 
numerous passages of scripture in which it is expressly said that we are saved by faith, 
and not by works; that the reward is not of works, but of grace; that ground of glorying is 
left to no one; and that human merit is entirely excluded in the matter of salvation; from 



which, he said, this conclusion inevitably followed, that it was a vain dream to think of 
obtaining heaven by purchasing indulgences, wearing a monk's cowl, keeping painful 
vigils, or going wearisome journeys to holy places, or by good works of any sort. 
 
The next point to be discussed was whether the monastic life had any foundation in the 
Word of God? 
 
It became, of course, the duty of Doctor Gallus to maintain the affirmative here, though 
he felt his task a difficult one. He made the best he could of such doubtful arguments as 
were suggested to him by "the sons of the prophets," mentioned in the history of Samuel; 
and the flight at times of Elijah and Elisha to Mount Carmel. He thought, too, that he 
could discover some germs of the monastic life in the New Testament, in the company of 
converts in the Temple (Acts 2); in the command given to the young man, "Sell all that 
thou hast;" and in the "eunuchs for the kingdom of heaven's sake." But for genuine 
examples of monks and monasteries he found himself under the necessity of coming 
down to the Middle Ages, and there he found no lack of what he sought. 
 
It was not difficult to demolish so unsubstantial a structure as this. "Neither in the Old 
Testament nor in the New," Doctor Olaf affirmed, "is proof or instance of the monastic 
life to be found. In the times of the Apostles there were no monks. Chrysostom, in his 
homily on the Epistle to the Hebrews, says, 'Plain it is that the Church for the first 200 
years knew nothing of the monastic life. It began with Paulus and Antoniius, who chose 
such a life, and had many solitaries as followers, who, however, lived without 'order' or 
'vow,' till certain arose who, about A.D. 350, framed regulations for these recluses, as 
Jerome and Cassian testify."  
 
The next point was whether the institution of the Lord's Supper had been changed, and 
lawfully so? 
 
The disputant on the Popish side admitted that Christ had instituted all the sacraments, 
and imparted to them their virtue and efficacy, which virtue and efficacy were the 
justifying grace of man. The essentials of the sacrament came from Christ, but there were 
accessories of words and gestures and ceremonies necessary to excite due reverence for 
the sacrament, both on the part of him who dispenses and of him who receives it. These, 
Doctor Gallus affirmed, had their source either from the Apostles or from the primitive 
church, and were to be observed by all Christians. Thus the mass remains as instituted by 
the church, with significant rites and decent dresses. 
 
"The Word of God," replied Olaf, "endures for ever; but," he added, "we are forbidden 
either to add to it or take away from it. Hence it follows that the Lord's Supper having 
been, as Doctor Gallus has admitted, instituted by Christ, is to be observed not otherwise 
than as he has appointed. The whole Sacrament — as well its mode of celebration as its 
essentials — is of Christ and not to be changed." He quoted the words of institution, 
"This is my body" — "take eat;" "This cup is the New Testament in my blood" — "drink 
ye all of it," etc. "Seeing," said he, "Doctor Gallus concedes that the essentials of a 
sacrament are not to be changed, and seeing in these words we have the essentials of the 



Lord's Supper, why has the Pope changed them? Who gave him power to separate the 
cup from the bread? If he should say the blood is in the body, I reply, this violates the 
institution of Christ, who is wiser than all Popes and bishops.  Did Christ command the 
Lord's Supper to be dispensed differently to the clergy and to the laity? Besides, by what 
authority has the Pope changed the Sacrament into a sacrifice? Christ does not say, 'Take 
and sacrifice,' but, 'Take and eat.' The offering of Christ's sacrifice once for all made a 
full propitiation." 
 
From masses the discussion passed naturally to that which makes masses saleable, 
namely, purgatory. 
 
Doctor Gallus held that to raise a question respecting the existence of purgatory was to 
stumble upon plain ground, for no religious people had ever doubted it. The church had 
affirmed the doctrine of purgatory by a stream of decisions which can be traced up to the 
primitive Fathers. It is said in the twelfth chapter of St. Matthew's Gospel, argued Doctor 
Gallus, that the sin against the Holy Ghost shall not be forgiven, "neither in this world, 
neither in the world to come;" whence it may be inferred that certain sins will be forgiven 
in the future world. Not in heaven, for sinners shall not be admitted into it; not in hell, for 
from it there is no redemption: it follows that this forgiveness is to be obtained in 
purgatory; and so it is a holy work to pray for the dead. With this single quotation the 
doctor took leave of the inspired writers, and turned to the Greek and Latin Fathers. 
There he found more show of support for his doctrine, but it was somewhat suspicious 
that it was the darkest ages that furnished him with his strongest proofs. 
 
Doctor Olaf in reply maintained that in all scripture there was not so much as one proof 
to be found of purgatory. He exploded the fiction of venial sins on which the doctrine is 
founded; and, taking his stand on the all-sufficiency of Christ's expiation, and the full and 
free pardon which God gives to sinners, he scouted utterly a theory founded on the notion 
that Christ's perfect expiation needs to be supplemented, and that God's free pardon needs 
the sufferings of the sinner to make it available.  
 
The last point to be debated was "whether the saints are to be invocated, and whether they 
are our defenders, patrons, and mediators with God?" On this head, too, Doctor Gallus 
could appeal to a very ancient and venerable practice, which only lacked one thing to 
give it value, the authority of scripture. His attempt to give it this sanction was certainly 
not a success. "God," he said, "was pleased to mitigate the punishment of the Jews, at the 
intercession of the patriarchs, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, then shut up in limbo, and on 
the express footing of their merits." The doctor forgot to explain how it happened that the 
merits which could procure remission of punishment for others, could not procure for 
themselves deliverance from purgatory. But, passing this, the Protestant respondent easily 
disposed of the whole case by referring to the profound silence of scripture touching the 
intercession of the saints, on the one hand, and its very emphatic teaching, on the other, 
that there is but one mediator between God and men, the man Christ Jesus.  
 
The conference was now at an end, and its effect was great on behalf of Protestantism.  
First, it decided the king; any doubts that may have lingered in his mind till now were 



cleared away, and he cast in his lot without reserve with Protestantism. He saw plainly 
the course of policy which he ought to pursue for his people's welfare, and he resolved at 
all hazards to go through with it. He must reduce the overgrown wealth of the church, he 
must strip the clergy of their temporal and political power, and set them free for the 
discharge of their spiritual functions — in short, remodel his kingdom in conformity with 
the great principles which had triumphed in the late disputation. He did not hide from 
himself the immense obstacles he would encounter in prosecuting these reforms, but he 
saw that till they were accomplished he should never reign in peace; and sooner than 
submit to defeat in a matter he deemed vital, he would abandon the throne. 
 
One thing greatly encouraged Gustavus Vasa. Since the conference at Upsala, the light of 
the Reformation was spreading wider and wider among his people; the power of the 
priesthood, from whom he had most to fear, was diminishing in the same proportion. His 
great task was becoming less difficult every day; time was fighting for him. His 
coronation had not yet taken place, and he resolved to postpone it till he should be able to 
be crowned as a Protestant king. This was, in fact, to tell his people that he would reign 
over them as a reformed people or not at all. Meanwhile the projects of the enemies of 
Protestantism conspired with the wishes of Gustavus Vasa toward that result. 
 
Christian II, the abdicated monarch of Denmark, having been sent with a fleet, equipped 
by his brother-in-law, Charles V, to attempt the recovery of his throne, Gustavus Vasa, 
knowing that his turn would come next, resolved to fight the battle of Sweden in 
Denmark by aiding Frederick the sovereign of that country, in his efforts to repel the 
invader. He summoned a meeting of the Estates at Stockholm, and represented to them 
the common danger that hung over both countries, and the necessity of providing the 
means of defending the kingdom. It was agreed to lay a war-tax upon all estates, to melt 
down the second largest bell in all the churches, and impose a tenth upon all ecclesiastical 
goods. The possessions of the clergy, consisting of lands, castles, and hoards, were 
enormous. Abbe Vertot informs us that the clergy of Sweden were alone possessed of 
more than the king and all the other Estates of the kingdom together. Notwithstanding 
that they were so immensely wealthy, they refused to bear their share of the national 
burdens. Some gave an open resistance to the tax; others met it with an evasive 
opposition, and by way of retaliating on the authority which had imposed it, raised 
tumults in various parts of the kingdom.  To put an end to these disturbances the king 
came to Upsala, and summoning the episcopal chapter before him, instituted a second 
conference after the manner of the first. Doctors Olaf and Gallus were again required to 
buckle on their armor, and measure swords with one another. The contest this time was 
respecting revenues and the exemption of the prelates of the Church. Battle being joined, 
the king inquired, "Whence have the clergy their prebends and ecclesiastical 
immunities?" "From the donation of pious kings and princes," responded Dr. Gallus, 
"liberally bestowed, according to the Word of God, for the sustentation of the church." 
"Then," replied the king, "may not the same power that gave, take away, especially when 
the clergy abuse their possessions?" "If they are taken away," replied the Popish 
champion, "the church will fall, and Christ's Word, that the gates of hell shall not prevail 
against it, will fail." "The goods of the Church," said the king, "go into the belly of 
sluggards, who know not to write or preach any useful thing, but spend the hours, which 



they call canonical, in singing canticles, with but small show of devotion. Since 
therefore," continued the king, "it cannot be proved from scripture that these goods are 
the absolute property of the clergy, and since they manifestly do not further the ends of 
piety, is it not just that they be turned to a better use, and one that will benefit the 
church?" 
 
On this, Doctor Gallus held his peace. Thereupon, the king ordered the archbishop to 
reply, but neither would he make answer. At length the provost of the cathedral, George 
Turson, came forward, and began to defend with great warmth the privileges of the 
clergy. "If any one," he said, "dare take anything from the church, it is at the peril of 
excommunication and eternal damnation." The king bore the onset with great good-
nature. He calmly requested Turson, as a theologian, to handle the matter in a theological 
manner, and to prove what he had maintained from Holy Scripture. The worthy provost 
appears to have declined this challenge; for we find the king, in conclusion, giving his 
decision to the following effect, namely, that he would give all honor and all necessary 
and honest support to the pious ministers of the church, but to the sluggards of the 
sanctuary and the monastery he would give nothing. To this the chapter made no reply, 
and the king took his departure for Stockholm.  
 
The bishops, however, were far from submitting quietly to the burdens which had been 
imposed upon them. They met and subscribed a secret compact or oath, to defend their 
privileges and possessions against all the attempts of the king. The deed, with the names 
appended, was deposited in a sepulcher, where it was discovered fifteen years afterwards. 
An agitation of the kingdom was organized, and vigorously carried out. The passions of 
the populace, uninstructed for the most part, and attached to the old religion, were 
inflamed by the calumnies and accusations directed against the king, and broadcast over 
the kingdom. Disorders and tumults broke out; more especially in Delecarlia the most 
northern part of Sweden, where the ignorance of the people made them an easy prey to 
the arts of the clerical agitators. The country, at last, was on the brink of civil war. 
Gustavus Vasa resolved that an end should be put to this agitation. His chancellor, 
Lawrence Andersen, an able man and a Protestant, gave him very efficient support in the 
vigorous measures he now adopted. He summoned a meeting of the Estates of Sweden in 
1527. 
 
Gustavus addressed the assembled nobles and bishops, appealing to facts that were within 
the knowledge of all of them, that the kingdom had been brought to the brink of civil war, 
mainly through the factious opposition of the clergy to their just share in the burdens of 
the state, that the classes from whom this opposition came were by much the wealthiest in 
Sweden, that this wealth had been largely acquired by unlawful exactions, and was 
devoted to noxious uses; that the avarice of the bishops had reduced the nobles to 
poverty, and their oppression had ground the people into slavery; that for this wealth no 
adequate return was received by the state; it served but to maintain its possessors in 
idleness and luxury; and that, unless the necessities of the government were met, and the 
power of the throne upheld, he would resign the crown and retire from the kingdom.  
 
This bold resolve brought matters to a crisis. The Swedes could not afford to lose their 



magnanimous and patriotic king. The debates in the Diet were long and warm. The clergy 
fought stoutly for their privileges, but the king and his chancellor were firm. If the people 
would not support him in his battle with the clergy, Gustavus must lay down the scepter. 
The question, in fact, came to be between the two faiths — shall they adopt the Lutheran 
or retain the Popish? The monarch did not conceal his preference for the reformed 
religion, which he himself had espoused. He would this Diet make their choice, but if 
they chose to obey a clergy who had annihilated the privileges of the citizens, who had 
devoured the wealth of the nobles, who were glutted with riches and swollen with pride, 
rather than be ruled by the laws of Sweden, he had no more to say; he would withdraw 
from the government of the realm.  
 
At length the Diet came to a resolution, virtually to receive the Protestant religion. The 
day on which this decision was come to is the most glorious in the annals of Sweden. The 
Estates decreed that henceforward the bishops should not sit in the supreme council of the 
nation; that the castles and the 13,000 estates which had been given to the church since 
the times of Charles Canut (1453) should be restored; that of the castles and lands, part 
should be returned to the nation, and part to those nobles from whose ancestors they had 
been wrested; and if, in the interval, any of these donations had been sold, restitution 
must be made in money. It is computed that from 13,000 to 20,000 estates, farms, and 
dwellings passed into the hands of lay possessors. The bishops intimated their submission 
to this decree, which so effectually broke their power, by subscribing their names to it.  
 
Other articles were added bearing more directly upon the Reformation of religion. Those 
districts that adopted the Reformation were permitted to retain their ecclesiastical 
property; districts remaining Popish were provided by the king with Protestant ministers, 
who were paid out of the goods still left in possession of the Popish Church. No one was 
to be ordained who was unwilling, or who knew not how, to preach the pure gospel. In all 
schools the Bible must be read, and the lessons of the gospel taught. The monks were 
allowed to reside in their monasteries, but forbidden to beg; and safeguards were enacted 
against the accumulation of property in a dead hand — a fruitful source of evil in the 
past.  So far the Reformation of Sweden had advanced in 1527. Its progress had been 
helped by the flight of the Archbishop of Upsala and Bishop Brask from their native land. 
Deserted by their generals, the soldiers of the ancient creed lost heart. 
 
The coronation of Gustavus Vasa had been delayed till the kingdom should be quieted. 
This having been now happily effected, the monarch was crowned with great solemnity 
in 1528, at Upsala, in presence of the whole Senate. It cost Vasa no little thought 
beforehand how to conduct the ceremony, so as that on the one hand it might not be 
mixed up with the rites of the ancient superstition, nor, on the other, lack validity in the 
eyes of such of his subjects as were still Popish. He refrained from sending to Rome for 
investiture; he made three newly ordained bishops — Skara, Aabo, and Strengnas — 
perform the religious rites; the Divine name was invoked; that part of the coronation oath 
was omitted which bound the sovereign to protect "holy Church;" a public declaration, 
which was understood to express the sentiments both of the king and of the Estates, was 
read, and afterwards published, setting forth at some length the reciprocal duties and 
obligations of each. 



 
The declaration was framed on the model of those exhortations which the prophets and 
high priests delivered to the Kings of Judah when they were anointed. It set forth the 
institution of magistracy by God; its ends, to be "a terror to evil-doers," etc.; the spirit in 
which it was to be exercised, "in the fear of the Most High;" the faults the monarch was 
to eschew — riches, luxury, oppression; and the virtues he was to practice — he was to 
cultivate piety by the study of Holy Scripture, to administer justice, defend his country, 
and nourish the true religion. The declaration concludes by expressing the gratitude of the 
nation to the "Omnipotent and most benignant Father, who, after so great a persecution 
and so many calamities inflicted upon their beloved country, by a king of foreign origin, 
had given them this day a king of the Swedish stock, whose powerful arm, by the 
blessing of God, had liberated their nation from the yoke of a tyrant" "We acknowledge," 
continued the declaration, "the Divine goodness, in raising up for us this king, adorned 
with so many gifts, preeminently qualified for his great office; pious, wise, a lover of his 
country; whose reign has already been so glorious; who has gained the friendship of so 
many kings and neighboring princes; who has strengthened our castles and cities; who 
has raised armaments to resist the enemy should he invade us; who has taken the 
revenues of the State not to enrich himself but to defend the country, and who, above all, 
has sedulously cherished the true religion, making it his highest object to defend 
reformed truth, so that the whole land, being delivered from Popish darkness, may be 
irradiated with the light of the gospel."  
 
In the year following (1529), the Reformation of Sweden was formally completed. The 
king, however zealous, saw it wise to proceed by degrees. In the year after his coronation 
he summoned the Estates to Orebrogia (Oerebro), in Nericia, to take steps for giving to 
the constitution and worship of the Church of Sweden a more exact conformity to the rule 
of the Word of God. To this Diet came the leading ministers as well as the nobles. The 
chancellor Lawrence Andersen, as the king's representative, presided, and with him was 
joined Olaf Patersen, the Pastor of Stockholm. The Diet agreed on certain ecclesiastical 
constitutions and rules, which they subscribed, and published in the tongue of Sweden. 
The bishops and pastors avowed it to be the great end of their office to preach the pure 
Word of God; they resolved accordingly to institute the preaching of the gospel in all the 
churches of the kingdom, alike in country and in city. The bishops were to exercise a 
vigilant inspection over all the clergy, they were to see that the scriptures were read daily 
and purely expounded in the cathedrals; that in all schools there were pure editions of the 
Bible; that proper care was taken to train efficient preachers of the Word of God, and that 
learned men were provided for the cities. Rules were also framed touching the celebration 
of marriage, the visitation of the sick and the burial of the dead. 
 
Thus the "preaching of the Word" was restored to the place it undoubtedly held in the 
primitive church. We possess its pulpit literature in the homilies which have come down 
to us from the days of the early Fathers. But the want of a sufficient number of qualified 
preachers was much felt at this stage in the Reformed Church of Sweden. Olaf Patersen 
tried to remedy the defect by preparing a "Postil" or collection of sermons for the 
guidance of the clergy. To this "Postil" he added a translation of Luther's larger 
Catechism for the instruction of the people. In 1531 he published a "Missal," or liturgy, 



which exhibited the most important deviations from that of Rome. Not only were many 
unscriptural practices in use among Papists, such as kneelings, crossings, incensings, 
excluded from the liturgy of Olaf, but everything was left out that could by any 
possibility be held to imply that the Eucharist was a sacrifice — the bloodless offering of 
Christ — or that a sacrificial character belonged to the clergy. 
 
The Confession of the Swedish Church was simple but thoroughly Protestant.  The 
Swedish Reformers had no guide but the Bible. They taught; the birth of all men in a state 
of sin and condemnation; the inability of the sinner to make satisfaction by his own 
works; the substitution and perfect expiation of Christ; the free justification of the sinner 
on the ground of His righteousness, received by faith; and the good works which flow 
from the faith of the justified man. 
 
Those who had recovered the lights of truth, who had rekindled in their churches, after a 
long extinction, the lamp of the gospel, had no need, one should think, of the tapers and 
other substitutes which superstition had invented to replace the eternal verities of 
revelation. Those temples which were illuminated with the splendor of the gospel did not 
need images and pictures. It would seem, however, as if the Swedes felt that they could 
not yet walk alone. They borrowed the treacherous help of the Popish ritual. 
 
Several of the old ceremonies were retained, but with new explanations, to divorce them 
if possible from the old uses. The basin of holy water still kept its place at the portal of 
the church; but the people were cautioned not to think that it could wash away their sins: 
the blood of Christ only could do that. It stood there to remind them of their baptism. The 
images of the saints still adorned the walls of the churches — not to be worshipped, but 
to remind the people of Christ and the saints, and to incite them to imitate their piety. On 
the day of the purification of the Virgin, consecrated candles were used, not because there 
was any holiness in them, but because they typified the true Light, even Christ, who was 
on that day presented in the Temple of Jerusalem.  It would have been better to have 
abolished such symbols not commanded in scripture for the Christian church.  But, in the 
main, much Reformation was accomplished at this time. 
 
Gustavus I had now the happiness of seeing the Reformed faith planted in his dominions, 
His reign was prolonged after this thirty years, and during all that time he never ceased to 
watch over the interests of the Protestant Church, taking care that his kingdom should be 
well supplied with learned bishops and diligent pastors. Lawrence Patersen (1531) was 
promoted to the Archbishopric of Upsala, the first see in Sweden, which he filled till his 
death (1570). The country soon became flourishing, and yielded plenteously the best of 
all fruit — great men. The valor of the nobles was displayed on many a hard-fought field. 
The pious and patriotic king took part in the great events of his age, in some of which we 
shall yet meet him. He went to his grave in 1560. But the spirit he had kindled in Sweden 
lived after him, and the attempts of some of his immediate successors to undo what their 
great ancestor had done, and lead back the nation into Popish darkness, were firmly 
resisted by the nobles. 
 
The scepter of Gustavus Vasa passed to his son, Eric XIV, whose short reign of eight 



years was marked with some variety of fortune. In 1568, he transmitted the kingdom to 
his brother John, who, married to a Roman Catholic princess, conceived the idea of 
introducing a semi-Popish liturgy into the Swedish Church. The new liturgy, which was 
intended to replace that of Olaf Patersen, was published in the spring of 1576, and was 
called familiarly the "Red Book," from the color of its binding. It was based upon the 
Missale Romanum, the object being to assimilate the Eucharistic service to the ritual of 
the Church of Rome. It contained the following passage: — "Thy same Son, the same 
Sacrifice, which is a pure unspotted and holy Sacrifice, exhibited for our reconciliation, 
for our shield, shelter, and protection against thy wrath and against the terrors of sin and 
death, we do with faith receive, and with our humble prayers offer before thy glorious 
majesty." The doctrine of this passage is unmistakably that of transubstantiation, but, 
over and above this, the whole of the new Missal was pervaded by a Romanizing spirit. 
The bishops and many of the clergy were gained over to the king's measures, but a 
minority of the pastors remained faithful, and the resolute opposition which they offered 
to the introduction of the new liturgy saved the Swedish Church from a complete relapse 
into Romanism.  It was a time of great trial, but the conflict yielded precious fruits to the 
Church of Sweden. The nation saw that it had stopped too soon in the path of Reform, 
that it must resume its progress, and place a greater distance between itself and the 
principles and rites of the Romish Church; and a movement was now begun which 
continued steadily to go on, till at last the topstone was put upon the work. The Protestant 
party rallied every day. Nevertheless, the contest between King John and the Protestant 
portion of his subjects lasted till the day of his death. John was succeeded by his son, 
Sigismund, in 1592. On arriving from Poland to take possession of the Swedish crown, 
Sigismund found a declaration of the Estates awaiting his signature, to the effect that the 
liturgy of John was abolished, and that the Protestant faith was the religion of Sweden. 

Since the middle of the reign of Gustavus Vasa, the liberties of the Reformed Church of 
Sweden had been on the ebb. Vasa, adopting the policy known as the Erastian, had 
assumed the supreme power in all matters ecclesiastical. His son John went a step beyond 
this. At his own arbitrary will and pleasure he imposed a semi-Popish liturgy upon the 
Swedish clergy, and strove, by sentences of imprisonment and outlawry, to compel them 
to make use of it in their public services. But now still greater dangers impended: in fact, 
a crisis had arisen. Sigismund, who made no secret of his devotion to Rome, was about to 
mount the throne. Before placing the crown on his head, the Swedes felt that it was 
incumbent on them to provide effectual guarantees that the new monarch should govern 
in accordance with the Protestant religion. Before arriving in person, Sigismund had sent 
from Poland his promise to his new subjects that he would preserve religious freedom 
and "neither hate nor love" any one on account of his creed. The popular interpretation 
put upon this assurance expresses the measure of confidence felt in it. Our future 
sovereign, said the Swedes, tells us that he will "hate no Papist and love no Lutheran." 
 
The nation was wise in time. The synod was summoned by Duke Charles, the 
administrator of the kingdom in the absence of Sigismund, to meet at Upsala in 1593, and 
settle ecclesiastical affairs.  There were present four bishops, four professors of theology, 
three hundred and six clergymen, exclusive of those who had not been formally 
summoned. Duke Charles, and the nine members of council, many of the nobles, and 



several representatives of cities and districts were also present at this synod, although, 
with the exception of the members of council, they took no part in its deliberations. The 
business was formally opened by a speech from the High Marshal, in which, in the name 
of the duke and the council, he welcomed the clergy, and congratulated them on having 
now at length obtained what they had often so earnestly sought, and King John had as 
often promised — but only promised — " a free ecclesiastical synod." He invited them 
freely to discuss the matters they had been convoked to consider, but as for himself and 
his colleagues, he added, they would abide by the Augsburg Confession of 1530, and the 
ecclesiastical constitution of 1529, framed for them by Lawrence Patersen, the late 
Archbishop of Upsala. 
 
Professor Nicolas Olai was chosen president, and the synod immediately proceeded to the 
all-important question of a Confession. The Augsburg Confession was read over article 
by article. It was the subject day after day of anxious deliberation; at last it became 
evident that there existed among the members of synod a wonderful harmony of view on 
all the points embraced in the Augustan Symbol, and that there was really no need to 
frame a new formula of belief. Whereupon Bishop Petrus Jonmae, of Strengnas, stood up 
and put to the synod and council the interrogatory, "Do you adopt this Confession as the 
Confession of your faith, and are you resolved to abide firmly by it, notwithstanding all 
suffering and loss to which a faithful adherence to it may expose you?" 
 
Upon this the whole synod arose and shouted out, "We do; nor shall we ever flinch from 
it, but at all times shall be ready to maintain it with our goods and our lives." "Then," 
responded the president in loud and glad tones, "now is Sweden become as one man, and 
we all of us have one Lord and God." 
 
The synod having thus joyfully completed its first great work, King John's liturgy, or the 
"Red Book," next came up for approval or non-approval. All were invited to speak who 
had anything to say in defense of the liturgy. But not a voice was lifted up; not one 
liturgical champion stepped down into the arena. Nay, the three prelates who had been 
most conspicuous during the lifetime of the former king for their support of the Missal, 
now came forward and confessed that they had been mistaken in their views of it, and 
craved forgiveness from God and the Assembly. So fell the notorious "Red Book," 
which, during sixteen years, had caused strife and divisions in the Church, had made not 
a few to depart from "the form of sound words," and embittered the last years of the reign 
of the man from whom it proceeded. 
 
We deem it incumbent to take into consideration three of the resolutions adopted by this 
synod, because one shows the historic ground which the Reformed Church of Sweden 
took up, and the other two form the measure of the enlightenment which the Swedes had 
attained to. 
 
The second general resolution ran thus: "We further declare the unity and agreement of 
the Swedish Church with the Christian Church of the primitive ages, through our 
adoption of the Apostolic, Nicene, and Athanasian Creeds; with the Reformed 
Evangelical Church, through our adoption of the Augsburg Confession of 1530; and with 



the preceding Reformation of the Swedish Church itself, through the adoption of the 
ecclesiastical constitution established and held valid during the episcopate of Laurentius 
Petri, and the concluding years of the reign of King Gustavus I." 
 
In the fourth resolution, over and above the condemnation of the liturgy of King John, 
because it was "a stone of stumbling" and "similar to the Popish mass," the synod adds its 
rejection of the "errors of Papists, Sacramentarians, Zwinglians, Calvinists, Anabaptists, 
and all other heretics." 
 
In the sixth resolution, the synod declares it to be "strictly right that persons holding other 
forms of faith than the Lutheran should not be permitted to settle in the kingdom;" 
nevertheless, having respect to the requirements of trade and commerce, they grant this 
indulgence, but under restriction that such shall hold no public religious meetings in their 
houses, nor elsewhere, nor speak disrespectfully of the national creed. 
 
The synod had done its work, and now it made its appeal to the nation. Will the Swedish 
people ratify what their pastors had done at Upsala? 
 
Copies of the declaration and resolutions were circulated through the kingdom. The 
sanction of the nation was universally and promptly given. All ranks of persons testified 
their adherence to the Protestant faith, by subscribing the Upsala Declaration. The roll of 
signatures contained the names of Duke Charles, Gustavus, Duke of Saxony and 
Westphalia, the grandson of Gustavus I, 14 councilors of State, 7 bishops, 218 knights 
and nobles, 137 civil officials, 1,556 clergymen, the burgomasters of the thirty-six cities 
and town's of the realm, and the representatives of 197 districts and provinces. This 
extensive subscription is proof of an enthusiasm and unanimity on the part of the Swedish 
people not less marked than that of the synod. 
 
One other name was wanted to make this signature-roll complete, and to proclaim that 
the adoption of Protestantism by the Swedish people was truly and officially a national 
act. It was that of King Sigismund. "Will he subscribe the Upsala Declaration?" every 
one asked; for his attachment to the Romish faith was well known. Sigismund still tarried 
in Poland, and was obviously in no haste to present himself among his new subjects. The 
council dispatched a messenger to solicit his subscription. The reply was an evasion. This 
naturally created alarm, and the Protestants, forewarned, bound themselves still more 
closely together to maintain religious truth and liberty. After protracted delays the new 
sovereign arrived in Sweden the same year. The duke, the council, and the clergy met 
him at Stockholm, and craved his subscription to the Upsala resolutions. Sigismund 
refused compliance. The autumn and winter were passed in fruitless negotiations. With 
the spring came the period which had been fixed upon for the coronation of the monarch. 
The royal signature had not yet been given, and events were approaching a crisis. The 
Swedish Estates were assembled in 1594. The archbishop, having read the Upsala 
Declaration, asked the Diet if it was prepared to stand by it. A unanimous response was 
given in the affirmative, and further, the Diet decreed that whoever might refuse to sign 
the declaration should be held disqualified to fill any office, civil or ecclesiastical, within 
the realm. Sigismund now saw that he had no alternative save to ratify the declaration or 



renounce the crown. He chose the former. After some vain attempts to qualify his 
subscription by appending certain conditions, he put his name to the hated document. A 
Te Deum was sung in the cathedral the day following, and then King Sigismund was 
crowned.  

The struggle of Sweden for its Reformation, which had lasted over twenty years, won a 
major victory: Protestantism was established in the nation, even though deformed in 
certain respects. Arcimbold, by the preaching of indulgences, and the political conflicts to 
which this led, had ploughed up the soil; Olaf and Lawrence Patersen came next, 
scattering the seed; then arose the patriotic Gustavus Vasa to shield the movement. After 
a too early pause, during which new dangers gathered, the movement was again resumed. 
The synod of the clergy met and adopted the Augustan Confession as the creed of 
Sweden; their deed was accepted by the Estates and the nation, and finally ratified by the 
signature of the sovereign. Thus was the Protestant faith of the Swedish people 
surrounded with all legal formalities and securities.  But like Judah in days of old, 
Sweden left certain idolatrous high places untouched, and this deformity in Reformation 
would over time eat away at the gains made.   
 
Only a few years did Sigismund occupy the throne of Sweden.  He was replaced in 1604 
by Charles IX, the third son of Gustavus Vasa. When dying, Charles is reported to have 
exclaimed, laying his hand upon the golden locks of his boy, and looking forward to the 
coming days of conflict, "Ille faciet."  This boy, over whom his dying sire uttered these 
prophetic words, was the future Gustavus Adolphus, in whom his renowned grandfather, 
Gustavus Vasa, lived over again, with still greater renown. 

In tracing the progress of the Reformation in Sweden, our attention was momentarily 
turned toward Denmark. Two figures attracted our notice — Arcimboldus, the legate-a-
latere of Leo X, and Christian II, the sovereign of the country. The former was busy 
gathering money for the Pope's use, and sending off vast sums of gold to Rome; the 
latter, impatient of the yoke of the priests, and envious of the wealth of the Church, was 
trying to introduce the doctrines of Luther into Denmark, less for their truth than for the 
help they would give him in making himself master in his own dominions. Soon, 
however, both personages disappeared from the scene. 
 
Arcimbold in due time followed his gold-bags to Italy, and Christian II, deposed by his 
subjects, retired to the court of his brother-in-law, Charles V. His uncle Frederick, Duke 
of Holstein and Schleswig, succeeded him on the throne. This was in 1523, and here 
properly begins the story of the Reformation in Denmark. 
 
Paul Elia, a Carmelite monk, was the first herald of the coming day. As early as 1520 the 
fame of Luther and his movement reached the monastery of Helsingfor, in which Elia 
held the rank of provincial. Smitten with an intense desire to know something of the new 
doctrine, he procured the writings of Luther, studied them, and appeared heartily to 
welcome the light that now broke upon him. The abuses of the Church of Rome disclosed 
themselves to his eye; he saw that a Reformation was needed, and was not slow to 
proclaim his conviction to his countrymen. He displayed for a time no small courage and 



zeal in his efforts to diffuse a knowledge of the truth in his native land. But, like Erasmus 
of Holland, and More of England, he turned back to the superstitions which he appeared 
to have left. He announced the advent of the heavenly kingdom, but did not himself enter 
in. 
 
Among the early restorers of the gospel to Denmark, no mean place is due to Petrus 
Parvus. Sprung of an illustrious stock, he was not less distinguished for his virtues. 
Attracted to Wittemberg, like many of the Danish youth, by the fame of Luther and 
Melancthon, he there heard of a faith that brings forgiveness of sin and holiness of nature, 
and on his return home he labored to introduce the same gracious doctrine into Denmark. 
 
Nor must we pass over in silence the name of Martin, a learned man and an eloquent 
preacher, who almost daily in 1520 proclaimed the gospel from the cathedral pulpit of 
Hafnia (Copenhagen) in the Danish tongue to crowded assemblies.   In 1522 came the 
ecclesiastical and civil code of Christian II, of which we have already spoken, correcting 
some of the more flagrant practices of the priests, forbidding especially appeals to Rome, 
and requiring that all causes should be determined the courts of the country. In the year 
following (1523) the king fled, leaving behind him a soil which had just begun to be 
broken up, and on which a few handfuls of seed had been cast very much at random. 
 
In his banishment, Christian still sought opportunities of promoting the best interests of 
the land which had driven him out. One is almost led to think that amid all his vices as a 
man, and errors as a ruler, he had a love for Lutheranism, for its own sake, and not simply 
because it lent support to his policy. He now sent to Denmark the best of all Reformers, 
the Word of God. In Flanders, where in 1524 we find him residing, he caused the New 
Testament to be translated into the Danish tongue. It was printed at Leipsic, and issued in 
two parts — the first containing the four Gospels, and the second the Epistles. It bore to 
be translated from the Vulgate, although the internal evidence made it undoubted that the 
translator had freely followed the German version by Luther, and possibly by doing so 
had the better secured both accuracy and beauty. The book was accompanied with a 
preface by the translator, Johannis Michaelis, dated Antwerp, in which he salutes his 
"dear brethren and sisters of Denmark, wishing grace and peace to them in God the 
Father and our Lord Jesus Christ." He bids them not be scared, by the bulls and other 
fulmination's of the Vatican, from reading what God has written; that the object of Rome 
is to keep them blindfolded, that they may believe implicitly all the fables and dreams she 
chooses to tell them. God, he says, has sent them, in great mercy, the Light by which they 
may detect the frauds of the impostor. "Grace and remission of sins," says he, "are 
nowhere save where the gospel of God is preached. Whoever hears and obeys it, hears 
and knows that he is forgiven, and has the assurance of eternal life; whereas, they who go 
to Rome for pardon bring back nothing but grief, a seared conscience, and a bit of 
parchment sealed with wax." The priests stormed, but the Bible did its work, and the 
good fruits appeared in the following reign. 
 
Frederick, the uncle of Christian, and Duke of Holstein and Schleswig, was now upon the 
throne. A powerful priesthood, and an equally powerful nobility attached to the Romish 
Church, had exacted of the new monarch a pledge that he would not give admission to 



the Lutheran faith into Denmark; but the Danish Bible was every day rendering the 
fulfillment of the pledge more difficult. In vain had the king promised "not to attack the 
dignity and privileges of the Ecclesiastical Estate," when the scriptures were, hour by 
hour, silently but powerfully undermining them. 
 
A beginning was made by Georgius Johannis. He had drunk at the well of Wittemberg, 
and returning to his native town of Viborg, he began (1525) to spread the reformed 
opinions. When the Bishop of Viborg opposed him, the king gave him letters of 
protection, which enabled him to set up a Protestant school in that city, the first of all the 
Protestant institutions of Denmark, and which soon became famous for the success with 
which, under its founder, it diffused the light of truth and piety over the kingdom. 
 
After Johannis came a yet more illustrious man, who has earned for himself the title of 
the "Reformer of Denmark," Johannis Taussanus. He was born in 1494, in the country of 
Fionia; his parents were peasants. From his earliest years the young Taussan discovered a 
quick genius and an intense thirst for knowledge, but the poverty of his parents did not 
permit them to give him a liberal education. Following the custom of his time he entered 
the Order of John the Baptist, or Jerusalem Monks, and took up his abode in the 
monastery of Antvorskoborg in Zealand. 
 
He had not been long in the monastery when the assiduity and punctuality with which he 
performed his duties, and the singular blamelessness of his manners, drew upon him the 
eyes of the superior of the order, Eskildus. His parts, he found, were equal to his virtues, 
and in the hope that he would become in time the ornament of the monastery, the superior 
adjudged to the young Taussan one of those bursaries which were in the gift of the order 
for young men of capacity who wished to prosecute their studies abroad. Taussan was 
told that, he might select what school or university he pleased, one only excepted, 
Wittemberg. That seminary was fatally poisoned; all who drank of its waters died, and 
thither he must on no account bend his course. But there were others whose waters no 
heresy had polluted: there were Louvain, and Cologne, and others, all unexceptionable in 
their orthodoxy. At any or all of these he might drink, but of the fountain in Saxony he 
must not approach it, nor taste it, lest he become anathema. His choice fell upon Cologne. 
He had been only a short while at that seat of learning when he became weary of the 
fables with which he was there entertained. He thirsted to engage in studies more solid, 
and to taste a doctrine more pure. It happened at that time that the writings of Luther were 
put into his hands.  In these he found what met the cravings of his soul. He longed to 
place himself at the feet of the Reformer. Many weary leagues separated Wittemberg 
from the banks of the Rhine, but that was not the only, nor indeed the main, difficulty he 
had to encounter. He would forfeit his pension, and incur the wrath of his superiors, 
should it be known that he had gone to drink at the interdicted spring. These risks, 
however, did not deter him; every day he loathed more and more the husks given him for 
food, and wished to exchange them for that bread by which alone he felt he could live. 
He set out for Witternberg; he beheld the face of the man through whom God had spoken 
to his heart when wandering in the wilderness of Scholasticism, and if the page of Luther 
had touched him, how much more his living voice! 
 



Whether the young student's sojourn here was known in his native country we have no 
means of discovering; but in the summer of 1521, and about the time that Luther would 
be setting out for the Diet of Worms, we find Taussan returning to Denmark. His 
profiting at Wittemberg was very sufficiently attested by a most flattering mark of 
distinction which was bestowed on him on his way home. The University of Rostock 
conferred upon him the degree of Doctor in Theology, an honor which doubtless he 
valued chiefly because it admitted him to the privilege of teaching to others what himself 
had learned with joy of heart at the feet of the Reformers. 
 
The monastery at whose expense he had studied abroad had the first claim upon him; and 
some time elapsed before he could teach publicly in the university. He brought back to 
the monastery, which he again entered, the same beautiful genius and the same pure 
manners which had distinguished him before his departure; but the charm of these 
qualities was now heightened by the nameless grace which true piety gives to the 
character. It was not yet suspected by his brethren that they had a Lutheran among them 
under the cloak of their order, and Taussan took care not to put them upon the scent of 
the secret, nevertheless, he began betimes to correct the disorders and enlighten the 
ignorance of his fellow-monks — evils which he now saw had their origin not so much in 
the vices of the men as in the perversity of the institution. 
 
He would draw them to the Word of God, and opening to them in plain language its true 
meaning, he would show them how far and fatally Rome had strayed from this Holy 
Rule. At the Easter of 1524 he preached a sermon setting forth the insufficiency of good 
works, and the need of an imputed righteousness in order to the sinner's justification. The 
disguise was now dropped. 
 
There was one man whose wrath the sermon of the young monk had specially roused, the 
prior of the convent, Eskildus, a bigoted upholder of the ancient religion, and the person 
who had sent Taussan abroad, whence he had brought back the doctrine, the preaching of 
which had converted his former friend into his bitter enemy. 
 
That he might not corrupt the monks, or bring on the monastery of Antvorskoborg, which 
had preserved till this hour its good name untarnished, the terrible suspicion of heresy, 
the prior formed the resolution of transferring Taussan to the convent of Viborg, where a 
strict watch would be kept upon him, and he would have fewer opportunities of 
proselytizing under the rigorous surveillance which Prior Petri Jani was known to 
exercise over those committed to his care. The event, however, turned out quite 
otherwise. Shut up in his cell, Taussan communicated with the inmates of the convent 
through the bars of his window. In these conversations he dropped the seeds of truth into 
their minds, and the result was that two of the monks were converted to the truth. 
 
The horror-struck prior, foreseeing the perversion of his whole brotherhood should he 
retain this corrupter a day longer in the monastery, again drove Taussan forth. If the prior 
saved his convent by this step, he lost the city of Viborg, for it so happened that about 
that time a rescript (1526) of King Frederick was issued, commanding that no one should 
offer molestation to any teacher of the new doctrine, and Taussan thus, though expelled, 



found himself protected from insult and persecution, whether from the prior or from the 
magistrates of Viborg. By a marvelous providence, he had been suddenly transferred 
from the monastery to the city, from the cell to the vineyard of the Lord; from a little 
auditory, gathered by stealth at his grated window, to the open assemblies of the citizens. 
He began to preach. The citizens of Viborg heard with joy the gospel from his mouth. 
The churches of the city were opened to Taussan, and the crowds that flocked to bear him 
soon filled them to overflowing. 
 
It was now the bishop's turn to be alarmed. The prior in extinguishing the fire in his 
convent had but carried the conflagration into the city; gladly would he have seen 
Taussan again shut up in the monastery, but that was impossible. The captive had 
escaped, or rather had been driven out, and was not to be lured back; the conflagration 
had been kindled, and could not now be extinguished. What was to be done? The bishop, 
Georgius Friis, had no preachers at his command, but he had soldiers, and he resolved to 
put down these assemblies of worshippers by arms. The zeal of the citizens for the 
gospel, however, and their resolution to maintain its preacher, rendered the bishop's 
efforts abortive. They bade defiance to his troops. They posted guards around the 
churches, they defended the open squares by drawing chains across them, and they went 
to sermon with arms in their hands. At length there came another intimation of the royal 
will, commanding the disaffected party to desist from these violent proceedings, and 
giving the citizens of Viborg full liberty to attend on the preaching of the gospel. 
 
Foiled in his own city and diocese, the Bishop of Viborg now took measures for 
extending the war over the kingdom. The expulsion of Taussan from the convent had set 
the city in flames; but the bishop had failed to learn the lesson taught by the incident, and 
so, without intending it, he laid the train for setting the whole country on fire. He 
convoked the three other bishops of Fionia (Jutland), the most ancient and largest 
province of Denmark, and, having addressed them on the emergency that had arisen, the 
bishops unanimously agreed to leave no stone unturned to expel Lutheranism from 
Denmark. Mistrusting their own skill and strength, however, for the accomplishment of 
this task, they east their eyes around, and fixed on two champions who, they thought, 
would be able to combat the hydra which had invaded their land. These were Doctors Eck 
and Cochlaeus. The four Danish bishops addressed a joint letter to Dr. Eck, entreating 
him to come and take up his abode for one or more years in Jutland, in order that by 
preaching, by public disputations, or by writing, he might silence the propagators of 
heresy, and rescue the ancient faith from the destruction that impended over it. Should 
this application be declined by Eck, it would next be presented to Cochlaeus. Neither 
flatteries nor promises were lacking which might induce these mighty men of war to 
renew, on Danish soil, the battles which they boasted having so often and so gloriously 
fought for Rome in other countries.  But Dr. Eck declined. 
 
Meanwhile the truth was making rapid progress in Viborg, and throughout the whole of 
Jutland. The gospel was proclaimed not only by Taussan, "the Luther of Denmark" as he 
has been called, but also by George Jani, or Johannis, of whom we have already made 
mention, as the founder of the first Reformed school in Viborg, and indeed in Denmark. 
 



The king was known to be a Lutheran; so too was the master of his horse, Magnus 
Goyus, who received the Communion in both kinds, and had meat on his table on 
Fridays. The army was largely leavened with the same doctrine, and in the Duchies of 
Holstein and Schleswig the Lutheran faith was protected by law. Everything helped 
onward the movement; if it stopped for a moment its enemies were sure again to set it in 
motion. It was at this time not a little helped by Paul Elia, the first to sow the seeds of 
Lutheranism in Denmark, but who now was more eager to extirpate than ever he had 
been to plant them. The unhappy man craved permission to deliver his sentiments on 
Lutheranism in public. The permission was at once granted, with an assurance that no one 
should be permitted to molest or injure him. The master of the horse took him to the 
citadel, where at great length, and with considerable freedom, he told what he thought of 
the faith which he had once preached. His address fell upon attentive but not assenting 
ears. When he descended from his rostrum he was met with a tempest of scoffs and 
threats. He would have fallen a sacrifice to the incensed soldiery, had not a lieutenant, 
unsheathing his sword, led him safely through the crowd, and dismissed him at the gates 
of the fortress. The soldiers followed him with their cries, so long as he was in sight, 
saying that "the monks were wolves and destroyers of souls." 
 
This and similar scenes compelled Frederick I to take a step forward. A regard for the 
tranquility of his kingdom would suffer him no longer to be neutral. Summoning (1527) 
the Estates of Denmark to Odensee, he addressed them in Latin. Turning first of all to the 
bishops, he reminded them that their office bound them to nourish the church with the 
pure Word of God; that throughout a large part of Germany religion had been purged 
from the old idolatry; that even here in Denmark many voices were raised for the 
purgation of the faith from the fables and traditions with which it was so largely mixed 
up, and for permission to be able again to drink at the pure fountains of the Word. He had 
taken an oath to protect the Roman and Catholic religion in his kingdom, but he did not 
look on that promise as binding him to defend all "the errors and old wives' fables" which 
had found admission into the Church. "And who of you," he asked, "is ignorant how 
many abuses and errors have crept in by time which no man of sane mind can defend? " 
"And since," he continued, "in this kingdom, to say nothing of others, the Christian 
doctrine, according to the Reformation of Luther, has struck its roots so deep that they 
could not now be eradicated without bloodshed, and the infliction of many great 
calamities upon the kingdom and its people, it is my royal pleasure that in this kingdom 
both religions, the Lutheran as well as the Papal, shall be freely tolerated till a General 
Council shall have met." 
 
Of the clergy, many testified, with both hands and feet, their decided disapproval of this 
speech; but its moderation and equity recommended it to the great majority of the Estates. 
A short edict, in four heads, expressed the resolution of the Assembly, which was in brief 
that it was permitted to every subject of the realm to profess which religion he pleased, 
the Lutheran or the Pontifical; that no one should suffer oppression of conscience or 
injury of person on that account; and that monks and nuns were at liberty to leave their 
convents or to continue to reside in them, to marry or to remain single. 
 
This edict the king and Estates supplemented by several regulations which still further 



extended the reforms. Priests were granted leave to marry; bishops were forbidden to 
send money to Rome for palls; the election was to be in the power of the chapter, and its 
ratification in that of the king; and, finally, the ecclesiastical jurisdiction was restricted to 
ecclesiastical affairs. 
 
Among the other changes which came with Reformation was the revival of church-song. 
The part which Rome assigned to her people in her public worship was silence. Hymns 
then were sung by her clerical choirs alone; and even these hymns were uttered in a dead 
language, which fails, of course, to reach the understandings or to awaken the hearts of 
the people. The Reformation broke the long and deep silence which had reigned in 
Christendom. Wherever it advanced it was amid the sounds of melody and praise. 
Denmark was no exception.  
 
One of the first hymn books to be used in Denmark was the divinely inspired Psalter.  
Francis Wormord, of Amsterdam, the first Protestant bishop of Lund, was originally a 
Carmelite monk. During his residence in the monastery of Copenhagen or of 
Helsingborg,  he translated the Psalms of David into the Danish tongue. The task was 
executed jointly by himself and Paul Elia, for, being a native of Holland, Wormord was 
but imperfectly master of the Danish idiom, and gladly availed himself of the help of 
another. The book was published in 1528, "with the favor and privilege of the king." The 
publication was accompanied with notes, explaining the Psalms in a Protestant sense, 
and, like a hand-post, directing the readers eye to a Greater than David, whose sufferings 
and resurrection and ascension to heaven are gloriously celebrated in these Divine odes. 
The Psalms soon displaced the uninspired ballads which had been sung till then by some 
of the Danish Protestants in their services. The Psalms were heard in the castles of the 
nobles; they were used in the assemblies of the Protestants. While singing them the 
worshippers saw typified and depicted the new scenes which were opening to the church 
and the world, the triumph even of Messiah's kingdom, and the certain and utter 
overthrow of that of his rival.  The Danish church thus began to sing those triumphal 
melodies written aforetime for the very purpose of celebrating, in strains worthy of the 
great occasion, her march out of the house of bondage. The ancient oracle was now 
fulfilled: "The ransomed of the Lord shall return and come to Zion with songs." 

It is only to be regretted that uninspired hymns- which are nowhere commanded in Holy 
Writ for Christ’s church – came to be added in the public worship to the divinely inspired 
hymns of the Psalms.  Such hymns have ever served as an entrance for heresies into the 
church, and are one mark of why the Lutheran churches were not as thoroughly cleansed 
as the reformed churches.  
 
At that time the Psalms of David may be said to have opened the gates of Malmoe, which 
was the first of all the cities of Denmark fully to receive the gospel. The first Protestant 
sermon, we have said, was preached outside the walls in 1527. The announcement of "a 
free forgiveness" was followed by the voices of the multitude lifted up in Psalms in token 
of their joy. Louder songs re-echoed day by day round the walls of Malmoe, as the 
numbers of the worshippers daily increased. Soon the gates were opened, and the 
congregation marched in, to the dismay of the Romanists, not in serge or sackcloth, not 



with gloomy looks and downcast heads, as if they had been leading in a religion of 
penance and gloom, but with beaming faces, and voices thrilling with joy, as well they 
might, for they were bringing to their townsmen the same gospel which was brought to 
the shepherds by the angels who filled the sky with celestial melodies as they announced 
their message. The churches were opened to the preachers; the praises uttered outside the 
walls were now heard within the city. It seemed as if Malmoe rejoiced because "salvation 
was come to it." Mass was abolished; and in 1529 the Protestant religion was almost 
universally professed by the inhabitants. By the king's direction a theological college was 
erected in Malmoe; Frederick I contributed liberally to its endowment, and moreover 
enacted by edict that the manors and other possessions given aforetime to the Romish 
superstition should, after the poor had been provided for, be made over for the 
maintenance of the Protestant Gymnasium. 
 
This seminary powerfully contributed to diffuse the light; it supplied the Danish Church 
with many able teachers. Its chairs were filled by men of accomplishment and eminence. 
Among its professors, then styled readers, were Nicolaus Martin, the first to carry the 
"good tidings" of a free salvation to Malmoe; Andreas, who had been a monk; Wornlord, 
who had also worn the cowl, but who had exchanged the doleful canticles of the 
monastery for the odes of the Hebrew king, which he was the first by his translation to 
teach his adopted countrymen to sing. Besides those just named, there were two men, 
both famous, who taught in the College of Malmoe — Peter Lawrence, and Olaus 
Chrysostom, Doctor of Theology. The latter's stay in Malmoe was short, being called to 
be first preacher in the Church of Mary in Copenhagen. 
 
The king's interest in the work continued to grow. The Danish Reformers saw and seized 
their opportunity. Seconded by the zeal and assistance of Frederick, they sent preachers 
through the kingdom, who explained in clear and simple terms the heads of the Christian 
doctrine, and thus it came to pass that in this year (1529) the truth was extended to all the 
provinces of Denmark. The eloquent Taussan, at the king's desire, removed from Viborg 
to Copenhagen, where he exercised his rare pulpit gifts in the Temple of St. Nicholas. 
 
Taussan's removal to this wider sphere gave a powerful impulse to the movement. His 
fame had preceded him, and the citizens flocked in crowds to hear him. The gospel, so 
clearly and eloquently proclaimed by him, found acceptance with the inhabitants. The 
Popish rites were forsaken — no one went to mass or to confession.   Nor did Taussan 
confine himself to his own pulpit and flock; he cared for all the young Churches of the 
Reformation in Denmark, and did his utmost to nourish them into strength by seeking out 
and sending to them able and zealous preachers of the truth. 
 
This year (1529), a truly memorable one in the Danish Reformation, saw another and still 
more powerful agency enter the field. A new translation of the New Testament in the 
Danish tongue was now published in Antwerp, under the care of Christian Petri. Petri had 
formerly been a canon, and Chancellor of the Chapter in Lurid; but attaching himself to 
the fortunes of Christian II, he had been obliged to become an exile. He was, however, a 
learned and pious man, sincerely attached to the Reformed faith, which he did his utmost, 
both by preaching and writing, to propagate. He had seen the version of the New 



Testament, of which we have made mention above, translated by Michaelis in 1524, and 
which, though corrected by the pen of Paul Elia, was deformed with blemishes and 
obscurities; and feeling a strong desire to put into the hands of his countrymen a purer 
and more idiomatic version, Petri undertook a new translation. The task he executed with 
success. This purer rendering of the lively oracles of God was of great use in the 
propagation of the light through Denmark and the surrounding regions. 

But the wider the light spread, and the more numerous its converts became, the more 
vehemently did the priests oppose it. Their plots threatened to convulse the kingdom; and 
Frederick I, judging an aggressive policy to be the safest, resolved on another step 
towards the full establishment of the Reformation in his dominions. In 1530 he 
summoned all the bishops and prelates of his kingdom, and the heads of the Lutheran 
movement, to Copenhagen, in order that they might discuss in his own presence, and in 
that of the Estates of the Realm, the distinctive articles of the two faiths. The Protestants, 
in anticipation of the conference, drew up a statement of doctrine or creed, in forty-three 
articles, "drawn from the pure fountain of the scriptures," and presented it to the king as 
the propositions which they were prepared to maintain.   The Romanists, in like manner, 
drew up a paper, which they presented to the king. But it was rather an indictment against 
the Protestants than a summary of their own creed. It was a long list of errors and crimes 
against the ancient faith of which they held their opponents guilty! This was to pass 
judgment before the case had gone to trial: it was to pass judgment in their own cause, 
and ask the king to inflict the merited punishment. It was not for so summary a 
proceeding as this that Frederick had summoned the conference. 
 
Let us examine the heads of the Protestant paper, mainly drawn up by Taussan, and 
accepted as the Confession of the Danish Church. It declared Holy Scripture to be the 
only rule of faith, and the satisfaction of Christ in our room the only foundation of eternal 
life. It defined the church to be the communion of the faithful, and it denied the power of 
any man to cast any one out of that church, unless such shall have first cut himself off 
from the communion of the faithful by impenitence and sin. It affirmed that the worship 
of God did not consist in canticles, masses, vigils, edifices, shaven crowns, cowls, and 
anointings, but in the adoring of God in spirit and in truth: that "the true mass of Christ is 
the commemoration of his sufferings and death, in which his body is eaten and his blood 
is drunk in certain pledge that through his name we obtain forgiveness of sins." It goes on 
to condemn masses for the living and the dead, indulgences, auricular confession, and all 
similar practices. It declares all believers to be priests in Christ, who had offered himself 
to the Father a living and acceptable sacrifice. It declares the Head of the church to be 
Christ, than whom there is no other, whether on earth or in heaven, and of this Head all 
believers are members. 
 
This document, bearing the signatures of all the leading Protestant pastors in the 
kingdom, was presented to the king and the Estates of the Realm. It was already the faith 
of thousands in Denmark. It struck a chord of profoundest harmony with the Confession 
presented by the Protestants that same year at Augsburg. 
 
The Romanists next came forward. They had no summary of doctrine to present. The 



paper they gave in was drawn up on the assumption that the faith of Rome was the one 
true faith, which, having been held through all the ages and submitted to by the whole 
world, needed no proof or argument at their hands. All who departed from that faith were 
in deadly error, and ought to be reclaimed by authority. What they gave in, in short, was 
not a list of Romish doctrines, but of "Protestant errors," which were to be recanted, and, 
if not, to be punished. 
 
The king, on receiving the paper containing these accusations, handed it to John Taussan, 
with a request that he and his colleagues would prepare a reply to it. The article touching 
the "freedom of the will," which the Romanists had put in a perverted light, Taussan and 
his co-pastors explained; but as regarded the other accusations they could only plead 
guilty; they held, on the points in question, all that the Romanists imputed to them; and 
instead of withdrawing their opinions they would stand to them, would affirm over again 
"that vigils, prayers, and masses for the dead are vanities and things that profit nought." 
 
This fixed the "state of the question" or point to be debated. Next arose a keen contest on 
two preliminaries — "In what language shall we debate and who shall be judge?" The 
priests argued stoutly for the Latin, the Protestants as strenuously contended that the 
Danish should be the tongue in which the disputation should be carried on. The matter to 
be debated concerned all present not less than it did the personal disputants, but how 
could they determine on which side the truth lay if the discussion should take place in a 
language they did not understand? 
 
The second point was one equally hard to be settled: who shall be judge? The Protestants 
in matters of faith would recognize no authority save that of God only speaking in his 
own Word, although they left it to the king and the nobles and with the audience 
generally to say whether what they maintained agreed with or contradicted the inspired 
oracles. The Romanists, on the other hand, would accept the Holy Scriptures only in the 
sense in which Councils and the Fathers had interpreted them, reserving an appeal to the 
Pope as the ultimate and highest judge. Neither party would yield, and now came the 
amusing part of the business. Some of the Romanists suddenly discovered that the 
Lutherans were heretics, schismatics, and low persons, with whom it would be a disgrace 
for their bishops to engage in argument; while others of them, taking occasion from the 
presence of the royal guards, cried out that they were overawed by the military, and 
denied the free expression of their sentiments, and that the king favored the heretics. The 
conference was thus suddenly broken off; the king, the Estates of the Realm, and the 
spectators who had gathered from all parts of the kingdom to witness the debates, feeling 
not a little befooled by this unlooked-for termination of the affair. 
 
Although the Romanists had fought and been beaten, they could not have brought upon 
themselves greater disgrace than this issue entailed upon them. The people saw that they 
had not the courage even to attempt a defense of their cause, and they did not judge more 
favorably of it when they saw that its supporters were ashamed of it. Taussan and the 
other Protestant pastors felt that the hour had come for speaking boldly out. 
 
Setting to work, they prepared a paper exhibiting in twelve articles the neglect, 



corruption, and oppression of the hierarchy. This document they published all over the 
kingdom. It was followed by a proclamation from the king, saying that, the "Divine Word 
of the gospel" should be freely and publicly preached, and that Lutherans and Romanists 
should enjoy equal protection until such time as a General Council of Christendom 
should meet and decide the question between them. 
 
From that time the Protestant confessors in Denmark rapidly increased in number. The 
temples were left in great degree without worshippers, the monasteries without inmates, 
and the funds appropriated to their support were withdrawn and devoted to the erection of 
schools and relief of the poor. Of the monasteries, some were pulled down by the mob; 
for it was found impossible to restrain the popular indignation which had been awakened 
by the scandals and crimes of which report made these places the scene. The monks 
marched out of their abodes, leaving their cloaks at the door. Their hoards found vent by 
other and more useful channels than the monastery; and the fathers found more profitable 
employments than those in which they had been wont to pass the drowsy hours of the 
cell. Not a few became preachers of the gospel; and some devoted to handicraft. 
 
The tide was manifestly going against the bishops; nevertheless they fought on, having 
nailed their colors to the mast. They fed their hopes by the prospect of succor from 
abroad; and in order to be ready to co-operate with it when it should arrive, they 
continued to intrigue in secret, and took every means to maintain a brooding irritation 
within the kingdom. Frederick, to whom their policy was well known, deemed it wise to 
provide against the possible results of their intrigues and machinations, by drawing closer 
to the Protestant party in Germany. In 1532 he joined the league which the Lutheran 
princes had formed for their mutual defense at Schmalkald. 
 
It is not easy adequately to describe the change that now passed upon Denmark. A serene 
and blessed light arose upon the whole kingdom. Not only were the Danes enabled to 
read the scriptures of the New Testament; in their own tongue, and the Psalms of David, 
which were also often sung both in their churches and in their fields and on their 
highways, but they had likewise numerous expounders of the Divine Word, and preachers 
of the gospel, who opened to them the fountains of salvation. The land enjoyed a gentle 
spring. Eschewing the snares which the darkness had concealed, and walking in the new 
paths which the light had discovered to them, the inhabitants showed forth in abundance 
in their lives the fruits of the gospel, which are purity and peace. 

An attempt was made at this time (1532) to turn the flank of the Reformation. Jacob 
Ronnovius, the Archbishop of Roeschildien, a man of astute but dangerous counsel, 
framed a measure, professedly in the interest of the gospel, but fitted to bring back step 
by step the ancient superstition in all its power. His scheme was, in brief, that the 
Cathedral-church of Copenhagen, dedicated to Mary, should be given to the Franciscans 
or to the Friars of the Holy Ghost; that the mass and other rites should not be abolished, 
but retained in their primitive form; that the offices and chantings should be performed, 
not in the popular, but in the Latin tongue; that the altars and other ornaments of the 
sacred edifices should not be removed; in short, that the whole ritualistic machinery of 
the old worship should be maintained, while "learned men" were, at the same time, to 



preach the gospel in the several parishes. This was a cunning device! It was sought to 
preserve the former framework entire, in the firm hope that the old spirit would creep 
back into it, and so the last state of the Danish people would be worse than the first. This 
scheme was presented to the king. Frederick was not to be hoodwinked. His reply put an 
effectual stop to the project of Ronnovius. It was the royal will that the Edict of 
Copenhagen should remain in force. The archbishop had to bow; and the hopes that the 
retrogades had built upon his scheme came to nothing. 
 
Scarcely had this cloud passed, when danger showed itself in another quarter. The ex-
King Christian II, supported by his Popish allies in the Netherlands, and encouraged by 
the clerical malcontents in Denmark, made a descent by sea upon the country in the hope 
of recovering his throne. Discomfiture awaited the enterprise. As he approached the 
Danish shore a storm burst out which crippled his fleet; and before he could repair the 
damage it had sustained, he was attacked by the ships of Frederick, and the engagement 
which ensued, and which lasted a whole day, resulted in his complete rout. Christian was 
seized, carried to Soldenberg, in the Isle of Alsen, shut up in a gloomy prison, and kept 
there till the death of Frederick in 1533.  
 
So far the young Reformation of Denmark had been wonderfully shielded. It had kept its 
path despite many powerful enemies within the kingdom, and not a few active plotters 
without. But now came a short arrest. In 1533  Frederick I died. The Protestants bewailed 
the death of "the Good King." He was in the midst of his reforming career, and there was 
danger that his work would be interred with him. There followed a troubled interregnum 
of two years. Of the two sons of Frederick, Christian, the elder, was a Protestant; the 
younger, John, was attached to the Romish faith. The Popish party, who hoped that, with 
the descent of Frederick to the tomb, a new day had dawned for their Church, began to 
plot with the view of raising John to the throne. The Protestants were united in favor of 
Christian. A third party, who thought to come in at the breach the other two had made for 
them, turned their eyes to the deposed King Christian II, and even made attempts to effect 
his restoration. The distracted country was still more embroiled by a revival of the 
priestly pretensions. Frederick was in his grave, and a bold policy was all that was 
needed, so the bishops thought, to hoist themselves and their Church into the old place. 
They took a high tone in the Diet. They brow-beat the nobles, they compelled restoration 
of the tithes, and they put matters in train for recovering the cathedrals, monasteries, 
manors, and goods of which they had been stripped. These successes emboldened them to 
venture on other and harsher measures. They stretched forth their hand to persecute, and 
made no secret of their design to extirpate the Protestant faith in Denmark. 
 
Their first blows were aimed at Taussan. The removal of that bold Reformer and eloquent 
preacher was the first step, they saw, to success. He had long been a thorn in their side. 
The manifesto which had been placarded over the whole kingdom, proclaiming to all the 
negligence and corruption of the hierarchy, and which was mainly his work, was an 
offense that never could be pardoned him. The bishops had sufficient influence to get a 
decree passed in the Diet, condemning the great preacher to silence and sending him into 
exile. He was expelled from the Cathedral-church of Copenhagen, where he usually 
conducted his ministry; every other church was closed against him; nay, not the pulpit 



only, the pen too was interdicted. He was forbidden to write or publish any book, and 
ordered to withdraw within a month from the diocese of Zealand. In whatever part of 
Denmark he might take up his abode, he was prohibited from publishing any writing, or 
addressing any assembly; nor could he discharge any ecclesiastical function; he must 
submit himself in all things to the bishops.  
 
When rumors of what was being enacted in the Diet got abroad, the citizens of 
Copenhagen rushed to arms, and crowding into the forum filled it with tumult and loud 
and continued outcries. They demanded that Taussan should be restored to them, and that 
the Diet should refrain from passing any decree hostile to the Protestant faith, adding that 
if harm should befall either the religion or its preacher, the bishops would not be held 
guiltless. The Diet saw that the people were not in a mood to be trifled with, and some of 
the senators made an effort to pacify them. Addressing the crowd from the windows of 
the senate-house, they assured them that they would take care that no evil should happen 
to Taussan, that no hostile edict should pass the Diet, and that their Protestant customs 
and privileges should in nowise be interfered with; and they exhorted them to go quietly 
to their homes and attend to their own affairs. These words did not allay the fears of the 
populace; the uproar still continued. The senators now got angry, and shouting out with 
stentorian voice they threatened the rioters with punishment. They were speaking to the 
winds. Their words were not heard; the noise that raged below drowned them. Their 
gestures, however, were seen, and these sufficiently indicated the irritation of the 
speakers. The fumes of the "conscript Fathers" did but the more enrage the armed crowd. 
Raising their voices to a yet louder pitch, the rioters exclaimed, "Show us Taussan, else 
we will force the doors of the hall." 
 
The senators, seized with instant fear, restored the preacher to the people, who, forming a 
guard round him, conducted him safely from the senate-house to his own home. 
Ronnovius, Archbishop of Roeschildien, the prime instigator of the persecution now 
commenced against the adherents of the Lutheran doctrine, had like to have fared worse. 
He was specially obnoxious to the populace, and would certainly have fallen a sacrifice 
to their wrath, but for the magnanimity of Taussan, who restrained the furious zeal of the 
multitude, and rescued the archbishop from their hands. 
 
The prelate was not ungrateful for this generous act; he warmly thanked Taussan, and 
even showed him henceforward a measure of friendship. By-and-by, at the urgent 
intercession of the leading citizens of Copenhagen, the church of their favorite preacher 
was restored to him, and matters, as regarded religion, resumed very much their old 
course.  
 
The other bishops were not so tolerant. On returning to their homes they commenced a 
sharp persecution against the Protestants in their several dioceses. In Malmoe and Veiis, 
the metropolitan Tobernus Billeus proscribed the preachers, who had labored there with 
great success. These cities and some others were threatened with excommunication. At 
Viborg the Romish bishop, George Frisius, left no stone unturned to expel the Reformers 
from the city, and extinguish the Protestantism which had there taken root and begun 
greatly to flourish. But the Protestants were numerous, and the bold front which they 



showed the bishop told him that he had reckoned without his host. Not in the towns only, 
but in many of the country parts the Protestant assemblies were put down, and their 
teachers driven away. Beyond these severities, however, the persecution did not advance. 
The ulterior and sterner measures to which these beginnings would most assuredly have 
led, had time been given, were never reached. Denmark had not to buy its Reformation 
with the block and the stake, as some other countries were required to do. This, doubtless, 
was a blessing for the men of that generation; that it was so for the men of the following 
ones we are not prepared to maintain. Men must buy with a great price that on which they 
are to put a lasting value. The martyrs of one's kindred and country always move one 
more than those of other lands, even though it is the same cause for which their blood has 
been poured out.  
 
The calamities of the two unhappy years that divided the decease of Frederick I from the 
election of his successor, or rather his quiet occupation of the throne, were augmented by 
the rage of the elements. The waters of the sky and the floods of ocean seemed as if they 
had conspired against a land already sufficiently afflicted by the bitterness of political 
parties and the bigotry of superstitious zealots. Great Inundations took place. In some 
instances whole towns were overflowed, and many thousands of their inhabitants were 
drowned. "Ah!" said the adherents of the old worship to the Protestants, "now at last you 
are overtaken by the Divine vengeance. You have cast down the altars, defaced the 
images, and desecrated the temples of the true religion, and now the hand of God is 
stretched out to chastise you for your impiety." It was unfortunate, however, for this 
interpretation that these Inundations swallowed up the house and field of Romanist and of 
Protestant alike. And, further, it seemed to militate against this theory that the occurrence 
of these calamities had been simultaneous with the apparent return of the country to the 
old faith. There were not wanting those who regarded these events with a superstitious 
fear; but to the majority they brought a discipline to faith, and a stimulus to effort. In two 
years the sky again cleared over the Protestant cause, and also over the country of 
Denmark. The eldest son of Frederick, whose hearty attachment to Protestantism had 
already been sufficiently proved by his reforming measures in Holstein and Schleswig, 
was elected to the throne in 1534, and began to reign under the title of Christian III. 
 
The newly-elected sovereign found that he had first to conquer his kingdom. It was in the 
hands of enemies, the bishops namely, who retired to their dioceses, fortified themselves 
in their castles, and made light of the authority of the newly-elected sovereign. 
Christopher, Count of Oldenburg, also raised the standard of revolt in behalf of Christian 
II. The wealth of the religious houses, the gold and silver ornaments of the cathedrals, 
and even the bells of the churches, coined into money, were freely expended in carrying 
on the war against the king. Much labor and treasure, and not a little blood, did it cost to 
reduce the warlike count and the rebellious prelates. But at last the task was 
accomplished, though it was not till a whole year after his election that Christian was able 
to enter on the peaceable possession of his kingdom. His first step, the country being 
quieted, was to summon (1536) a meeting of the Estates at Copenhagen. The king 
addressed the assembly in a speech in which he set forth the calamities which the bishops 
had brought upon the nation, by their opposition to the laws, their hatred of the reformed 
doctrine, and their ceaseless plotting against the peace and order of the commonwealth, 



and he laid before the Diet the heads of a decree which he submitted for its adoption. The 
proposed decree was, in brief, that the order of the episcopate should be for ever 
abolished; that the wealth of the bishops should revert to the State; that the government of 
the kingdom should be exclusively in the hands of laymen; that the rule of the church 
should be administered by a general synod; that religion should be reformed; that the rites 
of the Roman Church should cease; and that, although no one should be compelled to 
renounce the Roman faith, all should be instructed out of the Word of God; that the 
ecclesiastical revenues and possessions, or what of them had not been consumed in the 
war just ended:, should be devoted to the support of "superintendents" and learned men, 
and the founding of academies and universities for the instruction of youth. 
 
The proposal of the king was received by the Diet with much favor. Being put into 
regular form, it was passed; all present solemnly subscribed it, thus giving it the form of a 
national and perpetual deed. By this "Recess of Copenhagen," as it was styled, the 
reformed faith was publicly established in Denmark.  
 
So far the work had advanced in 1536. The insurrection of the bishops had been 
suppressed, and their persons put under restraint, though the king magnanimously spared 
their lives. The Romish episcopacy was abolished as an order recognized and sanctioned 
by the state. The prelates could no longer wield any temporal jurisdiction, nor could they 
claim the aid of the state in enforcing acts of spiritual authority exercised over those who 
still continued voluntarily subject to them. The monasteries, with some exceptions, and 
the ecclesiastical revenues had been taken possession of in the name of the nation, and 
were devoted to the founding of schools, the relief of the poor, and the support of the 
Protestant pastors, to whom the cathedrals and churches were now opened. The work still 
awaited completion; and now, in 1547, the crown was put upon it.  It was a laudable work 
of reformation not so unlike that of the good kings of Judah in ancient times. 
 
In this year, also a memorable one in the annals of Denmark, the king called together all 
the professors and pastors of his kingdom and of the two duchies, for the purpose of 
framing a constitution for the Protestant Church. A draft, the joint labor, it would appear, 
of the king and the theologians, of what scented the scriptural order, was drawn up. A 
German copy was sent to Luther for revision. It was approved by the reformer and the 
other theologians at Wittemberg, and when it was returned there came along with it, at 
the request of the king, Bugenhagen (Pomeranus), to aid by his wisdom and experience in 
the final settlement of this matter. The doctrine, discipline, and worship of the Danish 
Protestant Church were arranged substantially in accordance with the scheme of the king 
and his theologians, for the emendations of Wittemberg origin were not numerous; and 
the constitution now enacted was subscribed not only by the king, but also by two 
professors from each college, and by all the leading pastors.  
 
The Popish bishops having been removed from their sees, it was the care of the king, this 
same year, to appoint seven Protestant bishops in their room. These were inducted into 
their office by Bugenhagen, on the 7th of August, in the Cathedral-church of 
Copenhagen, with the Apostolic rite of the laying on of hands. Their work, as defined by 
Bugenhagen, was the "oversight" of the church, and their title "superintendent" rather 



than "bishop." When installed, each of them promised that he would show fidelity to the 
king, and that he would use all diligence in his diocese to have the Word of God 
faithfully preached, the sacraments purely administered, and the ignorant instructed in the 
principles of religion. They further engaged to see that the youth gave attendance at 
school, and that the alms of the poor were rightly distributed.  
 
John Taussan was appointed to the chair of theology in the University of Roeschildien. It 
was judged, doubtless, that to train the future ministry of the church was meanwhile the 
most important work of all. He discharged this duty four years. In 1542, on the death of 
John Vandal, he was made superintendent of Ripen.  Of the three Mendicant orders 
which had flourished in Denmark, some left the kingdom, others joined the ranks of the 
people as handicraftsmen; but the majority, qualified by their talents and knowledge, 
became preachers of the gospel, and in a very few years scarce a friar was there who had 
not renounced the habit, and with it the Romish religion, and embraced the Protestant 
faith.  
 
This year (1547), which had already witnessed so many events destined to mould the 
future of the Danish people, was to be illustrated by another before it closed. In the month 
of August, King Christian was solemnly crowned. The numerous rites without which, it 
was believed in Popish times, no king could validly reign, and which were devised 
mainly with a view to display the splendor of the church, and to insinuate the superiority 
of her Pontiff to kings, were on this occasion dispensed with. Only the simple ceremony 
of anointing was retained. Bugenhagen presided on the occasion. He placed on the king's 
head the golden crown, adorned with a row of jewels. He put into his hands the sword, 
the scepter, and the apple, and, having committed to him these insignia, he briefly but 
solemnly admonished him in governing to seek the honor of the Eternal King, by whose 
providence he reigned, and the good of the commonwealth over which he had been set.  
 
The magnanimous, prudent, and God-fearing king had now the satisfaction of seeing the 
work on which his heart had been so greatly set completed. The powerful opposition 
which threatened to bar his way to the throne had been overcome. The nobles had rallied 
to him, and gone heartily along with him in all his measures for emancipating his country 
from the yoke of the hierarchy, the exactions of the monks, and the demoralizing 
influence of the beliefs and rites of the old superstition. Teachers of the truth, as 
contained in the fountains of inspiration, were forming congregations in every part of the 
kingdom. Schools were springing up; letters and the study of the sacred sciences — 
which had fallen into neglect during the years of civil war began to revive. The 
University of Copenhagen rose from its ruins; new statutes were framed for it; it was 
amply endowed; and learned men from other countries were invited to fill its chairs; and, 
as the consequence of these enlightened measures, it soon became one of the lights of 
Christendom. The scars that civil strife had inflicted on the land were effaced, and the 
sorrows of former years forgotten, in the prosperous and smiling aspect the country now 
began to wear. In June, 1539, the last touch was put to the work of Reformation in 
Denmark. At the Diet at Odensee, the king and nobles subscribed a solemn bond, 
engaging to persevere in the reformed doctrine in which they had been instructed, and to 
maintain the constitution of the Protestant Church which had been enacted two years 



before.  
 
Still further towards the north did the light penetrate. The day that had opened over 
Denmark shed its rays upon Norway, and even upon the remote and dreary Iceland. 
Norway had at first refused to accept of Christian III for its king. The bishops there, as in 
Denmark, headed the opposition; but the triumph of Christian in the latter country paved 
the way for the establishment of his authority in the former. In 1537, the Archbishop of 
Drontheim fled to the Netherlands, carrying with him the treasures of his cathedral. 
 
This broke the hostile phalanx: the country submitted to Christian, and the consequence 
was the introduction into Norway of the same doctrine and Church constitution which 
had already been established among the Danes. 
 
Iceland was the farthest possession of the Danish crown towards the north. That little 
island, it might have been thought, was too insignificant to be struggled for; but, in truth, 
the powers of superstition fought as stout a battle to preserve it as they have waged for 
many an ampler and fairer domain. The first attempts at Reformation were made by 
Augmund, Bishop of Skalholt. Dismayed, however, by the determined front which the 
priests presented, Augmund abdicated his office, to escape their wrath, and retired into 
private life.  In the following year (1540) Huetsfeld was sent thither by the king to induct 
Gisser Enerson, who had been a student at Wittemberg, into the See of Skalholt.  Under 
Enerson the work began in earnest. It advanced slowly, however, for the opposition was 
strong. The priests plotted and the mobs repeatedly broke into tumult. Day by day, 
however, the truth struck its roots deeper among the people, and at last the same doctrine 
and ecclesiastical constitution which had been embraced in Denmark were received by 
the Icelanders; and thus this island of the sea was added to the domains over which the 
sun of the Reformation already shed his beams, as if to afford early augury that not a 
shore is there which this light will not visit, nor an islet in all the main which it will not 
clothe with the fruits of righteousness, and make vocal with the songs of salvation. 
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